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Abstract 
 
It is important for distribution service providers to maintain reliable distribution 
networks, as they are required to meet reliability standards. Additionally, energy not 
supplied to a customer during an outage is a loss of potential revenue. Therefore 
minimizing the outage durations are essential. Traditionally the outage duration has 
been reduced by incorporating protection devices that will isolate the fault, so that load 
points may be restored. In the event that the load point is unable to be restored to the 
main supply, alternate feeders have the potential to resupply the loads through the use of 
an emergency tie. However, not all networks allow for the possibility of emergency ties 
due to the geographical spread of the loads, which is particularly apparent in rural 
distribution networks. Therefore the only method to restore power to the isolated loads 
is to utilize intentional islanding. Although islanding is not currently allowed under 
Australian Standards, it can provide significant improvements to unreliable networks. 
With islanding, load points or groups of load points are able to self-supply their load 
using local generation. There already exists high photovoltaic penetration in distribution 
networks, but the generation required to provide islanding will cause over voltage issues 
in the network. In addition to this, the peak of photovoltaic generation will occur at an 
offset time to the peak demand of the loads and therefore the excess generation is not 
efficiently used. To overcome this by curtailing the peak demand and reducing the 
excess generation, battery storage can be installed in the distribution network. This will 
reduce the over voltage issues and provide enough generation to sustain the load points 
during an outage under islanding conditions. A Monte Carlo simulation, coupled with 
load flow was developed to be used as time based reliability tool. Using this, an urban 
and a rural network were tested with incrementing levels of battery storage. Due to a 
lack of emergency ties and poor reliability of rural networks, it was determined that 
allowing for intentional islanding, through the increase of battery storage levels, a 
positive effect can be had on the reliability of the network. It was then concluded that 
the cost can only be justified when considering the load curtailment benefits of 
including battery storage, rather than solely considering reliability.   
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Chapter 1  
 Introduction 
 
This chapter provides background information on the current reliability of distribution 
networks. It will introduce the Monte Carlo and Direct Load Flow methods for 
calculating the reliability of a network. Finally, it will outline smart grid technologies 
and methods proposed to improve the reliability of distribution networks, such as 
Photovoltaic panels, battery storage and intentional islanding. 
 
1.1 Background 
 
Distribution Service Providers (DSP) provide a connection between the 
transmission network to residential, industrial, commercial and agricultural loads. 
Traditionally, urban distribution networks consist of a mesh layout, however due to 
the large geographical spread of customers in rural networks, they tend to consist 
of a radial layout. In a radial network a feeder has a single point of connection to 
the grid. Therefore a fault occurring on a feeder can cause the outage of all loads 
downstream from the fault if the isolation of the fault causes a break in the path of 
supply.  This contributes to rural networks having worse reliability indices, which 
DSP are required to keep to a set standard or face penalties. In addition to the 
required standard, improving the reliability indices of the network further will 
reduce the energy not supplied to the customers, therefore reducing the cost to the 
DSP.  Over recent years the number of high power consuming devices in 
residential loads has increased, leading to a rise in the daily peak and yearly 
average loads of distribution networks. This has resulted in causing strain to the 
network components capacity, leading to degradation of the network reliability. 
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A number of upgrades can be performed to network components to improve the 
reliability of the network, such as the instalment of Distributed Generation (DG) 
sources. There are many feasible forms of DG technologies available, such as 
diesel generators, wind turbines and fuel cells. However, with the recent 
advancements and wide spread implementation of Photovoltaic (PV) panels to Low 
Voltage Networks, there is currently a basis available to improve the reliability 
indices through supplying the network loads and improving the power quality.  
 
The total penetration of PV, as well as the ratio of PV across each feeder, can 
drastically affect the voltages across the distribution network. With the addition of 
battery storage most of the issues caused by high PV penetration can be addressed, 
such as storing unused energy and reactive power correction. Given the 
fluctuations of household PV power output and loads throughout the day and year, 
a time-based simulation is required to accurately calculate the reliability indices. 
Monte Carlo simulation is a probabilistic time-based simulation method that can 
achieve the desired results. The reliability of LV networks, power quality issues 
associated with DG in LV networks and placement of DG must be further 
investigated before creating a Monte Carlo simulation to determine their effects. 
Research into the modelling of various distributed generation sources, battery 
storage and alternative reliability calculation methods are required.   
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1.1.1 Reliability Simulation 
 
Traditionally, the reliability of a distribution network has been calculated through an 
enumeration method. For first order operations only, this analytical-type method also 
determines which component failures will cause a load point to be forced on outage and 
then enumerates the failure rates, repair times and switching times associated with these 
components to determine the reliability indices. This provides very fast and fairly 
accurate calculations, but at the cost of detail.  The method is not time based and is 
therefore unable to accurately model daily load profiles and the seasonal changes. 
Alternatively, the Monte-Carlo method can be used, which consists of a time-based 
simulation, replicating the behaviour of a distribution network. Using the average fault 
rates, repair times and switching times of components, randomly distributed times are 
generated to calculate the life of each component. Based on these times, the reliability 
indices can then be calculated, similarly to the enumeration method. As it is a time-
based simulation, variable loads and variable generation profiles, as well as seasonal 
changes can be included. Additionally, the results from each year of simulation can be 
used to display the distribution of results that is not possible with the analytical method. 
As the Monte Carlo method is not limited to the number of simultaneous faults, any 
combination of failures is possible, but due to the rarity of multiple failures, they will 
have minimal impact on the reliability indices.  
 
1.1.2 Network Outage Process 
 
When a component in a network such as a line, bus or transformer fails, load outage 
may occur. Upon a fault event, initially a circuit breaker normally located upstream at 
the supply point on a feeder directly connected to the fault will open, thereby 
disconnecting power to the feeder. During this stage all load points in the network will 
be on outage, unless the fault occurs on a lateral line protected by a fuse. In this 
situation, only load points connected downstream from the fuse will be on outage. The 
time it takes for the fault to be isolated (an average time using enumeration technique 
and a variable time based on a distribution for a Monte Carlo method) is dependent on 
the network and represents the time it takes for technicians to find and isolate the fault. 
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Thereafter, circuit breaker is closed and all load points that are no longer connected to 
the fault, but still have a line of supply to the main feeder or an alternative feeder will 
no longer be on outage. However, if the supply of these loads cause any voltage 
violations or the demand is unable to be met, load shedding will be performed. 
Following this the repair stage will begin, with the network remaining in the same state 
while technicians work to repair the faulty component. When this time has elapsed and 
the fault cleared, the network can return to an operating state with all load points being 
fully restored. When the initial fault occurs, all PV inverters in the network will 
disconnect to avoid supplying the fault and to avoid creating hazardous conditions for 
the network technicians. This process is altered when islanding is being used in the 
network. An island is a group feeders and loads or load points that are connected 
together in a locality to attempt to self-supply without a connection to the network. 
Therefore depending on the control scheme used for isolating the island from the 
network during an outage, the island can be formed instantly during the initial switching 
state or it can be created when the isolators have been opened to isolate the fault. If the 
island is able to sustain its loads or partial loads, the load points (or some of the load 
points) will remain operational for the duration of the outage event, regardless of the 
rest of the network’s configuration.   
   
1.1.3 Distributed Generation 
 
A DG source is any device with a generation below ~10MW. There are many feasible 
DG technologies currently available, such as diesel generators, wind turbines, fuel cells 
and photovoltaic panels.  
 Diesel Generators are traditionally used during a scheduled repair, or as an 
emergency backup supply. Due to influencing factors of noise, cost of running 
and sustainability, this is not a long term device for a smart grid.  
 Although micro-turbines exist, wind generation in Australia is generally used at 
a higher level and not as a local distribution source in the low voltage network.  
 Photovoltaic (PV) panels have seen a dramatic increase in Australia due to the 
high solar radiation, availability, small size and economic benefits.  
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1.1.4 Battery Storage 
 
Both micro-turbines and PV panels are intermittent and weather dependent. Therefore 
energy is not immediately available when it is required during an outage. In addition, 
the peak output of PV generation will not occur simultaneously with the peak load of 
the network. This can lead to a number of adverse effects to the network, such as over 
voltage. The islanding of the network will require the local generation to be higher than 
the load, which may also require the use of battery storage. To overcome these issues 
and provide intentional islanding, the inclusion of battery storage is paramount.  
 
1.1.5 Islanding 
 
Intentional islanding is the process of sectionalising a group of load points to form a 
micro-grid. If this micro-grid is able to be self-supplied by the local DG or battery 
storage. Due to the safety issues of DG producing energy and the lack of equipment 
required, the use of intentional islanding is currently not allowed when a load point is 
not connected to the network. To perform islanding in this research, sufficient battery 
and DG capacity is required, as well as sufficient control schemes. This will require a 
method of detecting which load points can be isolated from the fault, but still have a 
path of connection to each other to form an island.  
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1.2 Research Justification 
 
The current reliability of distribution networks in Australia is significantly high in 
comparison to other countries. However, this comes at an expense to the distribution 
service providers (DSP) to maintain the components and capacity of the network, 
resulting in higher costs to the consumer. To reduce costs, energy consumption needs to 
be reduced through smarter usage, rather than network upgrades to meet yearly peak 
demand. Intentional islanding of the distribution network into smaller micro-grids is a 
possible partial solution. By increasing the reliability through PV and battery storage, 
cost reduction can be performed in other areas while still maintaining equivalent 
reliability. Therefore this research will provide real world insight into the future of 
distribution networks to see if the reliability indices can be maintained at a lower cost 
than current methods.  
 
1.3 Research Problems and Research Questions 
 
The primary focus is to investigate the use of photovoltaic (PV) and energy storage 
devices located in the low voltage network to create intentional islands and then 
determine the impact on distribution networks. With the affordability of PV systems 
increasing, distribution networks have seen a higher penetration of PV generation 
amongst residential users. Contrasting to traditional generators that have their output 
regulated to meet the demand of the consumers, the PVs output is determined by the 
amount of solar radiation being received by the system. Therefore a high PV penetration 
with a comparatively low load can lead to over voltage issues. To counteract this 
problem, PV systems can be coupled with battery storage devices to store excess 
generation and then use this stored energy to shed peak load. With these systems in 
place, there will be the potential to form micro-grids and perform islanding during 
network outages. This will allow multiple load points or the loads within a load point to 
be isolated from the network during a fault and self-supply. This research will 
determine the impact to the reliability of distribution networks as the PV penetration is 
progressively increased to represent future growth, as well as comparing the benefits to 
the reliability from islanding, with the cost of implementing battery storage. 
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Generated results will answer several key research questions: 
 Can islanding be performed with only DG? 
 What DG penetration should be used to avoid power quality issues? 
 Can DG alone improve the reliability of distribution networks? 
 Do outages have a significant impact on the excess DG not being exported to 
the MV network? 
 Will coupling battery storage with PV systems improve over voltage issues? 
 Is DG, battery storage and islanding beneficial to urban distribution network 
reliability? 
 Is DG, battery storage and islanding beneficial to rural distribution network 
reliability? 
 What is the most efficient amount of battery storage for improving the 
reliability? 
 Is the cost of battery storage to the DSP justified and in what case? 
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1.4 Research Methodology 
 
The research project can easily be broken down into the following smaller projects.  
Stage 1 –  Research 
Research methods used by other authors in their Monte Carlo simulations and discover 
research gaps to help further develop the research objective. After learning the process 
for using a Monte Carlo Method, plan the development of the simulation. 
Stage 2 –  Develop Monte Carlo Simulation 
Develop a Matlab program that will simulate the network outages using the Monte 
Carlo method and determine the load point and network indices. This will require the 
simulation of outages for each component. From this the system states can be generated 
and then the reliability indices determined. 
 
Stage 3 –  Implement Load Flow, PV, Battery Storage and Islanding  
Implement a fast load flow method into the Monte Carlo simulation so that network 
constraints, variable loads, PV and battery storage can be taken into consideration. 
Finally, with these tools in place, the system can be developed to handle islanding 
scenarios. 
Stage 4 –Results and Discussion 
Perform the developed simulation for an urban and a rural distribution network. 
Simulate with various levels of PV and battery storage. Compare the recorded indices 
for these simulations to determine the feasibility of each network type and the most 
efficient planning of the battery storage.  
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1.5 Organization of the Thesis 
 
The First Chapter provides an introduction and overview of the research project. This 
will provide background information on the current operation of distribution networks, 
the possible forms of distributed generation and the methods to calculate the reliability 
indices. 
 
 In the Second Chapter, a literature review has been produced based on currently 
available research that may be helpful.  
 
Chapter Three details the development of the Monte Carlo method. It is explained how 
each function behaves and provides test results to certify its accuracy at each stage. This 
includes the addition of load flow, Photovoltaic generation, battery storage and 
islanding. 
 
Chapter Four will utilize the developed Monte Carlo simulation on an urban and a rural 
distribution network. The parameters for these networks will be methodically 
incremented and the results will be discussed to determine the feasibility of 
incorporating battery storage to improve network reliability. 
 
Finally, Chapter Five will provide a summary of the research that has been conducted 
and provide insight into how this research can be improved and further developed in the 
future.   
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Chapter 2 
 Literature Review 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
To discover areas with a lack of research on the topic and to determine how other 
studies have undertaken research on similar components, a literature review was 
conducted. With photovoltaic panels and wind turbines most commonly used as 
distributed generation, they were initially investigated to determine how to model their 
generation. As the scope of the research would limit the investigation of power quality 
issues, research was conducted into PV penetration, load shedding, reactive power and 
unbalanced voltage in the distribution network so that assumptions may be made. As the 
LV network is of significance to the topic, the LV network was researched to determine 
the feasibility of modelling it. With islanding being investigated, current literature was 
researched to find the current methods of forming an island, as well as if any reliability 
improvement has already been explored. Finally, to determine the reliability calculation 
tool to use, both sequential and analytical methods were researched.   
 
2.2 Distributed Generation 
 
2.2.1 Photovoltaic Panels 
 
Due to desire to utilize renewable energy sources, the readily availability 
and the economic benefits associated with household rooftop PV panels has 
led to a high PV penetration into the distribution network. Therefore a 
method must be used to model the power output of the panels, as well as the 
reliability. When calculating the power output at any given time, is the 
amount of solar radiation and the ambient temperature of the desired 
location can be used  [1]. Combining this data with the maximum output 
rating of a PV panel, the daily output can be calculated for each device [1]. 
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There are two well established methods for collecting the sun irradiance 
and ambient temperature for a given location. The simplest method being 
used is to utilize recorded real world meteorological data, from databases 
such as METEONORM, which has been used for PV research [2]. 
Alternatively, a more robust method can be applied by using equations to 
estimate the solar radiation at a site [3, 4], as solar radiation is predictable. 
These equations have been used extensively in solar radiation research 
through the use of a computer program, known as WATGEN [3]. 
Furthermore, this computer program has even been used to simulate PV 
output for use in a  Monte-Carlo simulation [3]. Although the solar 
radiation can be predicted with equations and historic data, the values can 
rapidly fluctuate throughout the day due to cloud cover reducing the 
amount of PV output for a short time [5].  
 
In addition to having the ability to supply active power, the PV panels also 
possess the ability to correct the power factor and regulate the voltage by 
supplying reactive power. The effect of PV in the Low Voltage network has 
been researched and found that during low load when PV output is high, 
voltage rise will occur in the network [6]. A typical PV-grid connected 
system’s daily output obtained from experimental data is provided (Figure 
1) [7]. From the graph it can be seen that PV production is typically high 
during the middle of the day and the afternoon, during summer. This occurs 
in between the typical peak demands of the LV network. Therefore during 
this time of the day, the Low Voltage network is at risk of over voltage 
violations, requiring the use of battery storage and reactive power control. 
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Figure 1 - Typical Daily PV Output and Load Demand [7] 
Over time as PV panels begin to fail, the PV output in the Low Voltage 
network will fluctuate. To account for this, reliability of the PV panels can 
be calculated as well. The standard components in a distribution network 
can be in an up state, down state or even a switching state. However, unlike 
the components the PV panels can be forced into a lower output state which 
is caused by the failure of individual cells in the PV unit and overcast 
weather conditions [3]. PV reliability research has been performed [3] by 
simulating with the Monte Carlo method for a load purely supplied by 
distributed generation. As this research will be investigating distribution 
networks, the outage or reduced output of PV panels will have an 
insignificant impact on the results.  
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2.2.2 Wind Turbine 
 
Although micro-turbine and turbine generators have been introduced into 
many distribution networks around the world, they have not had the same 
wide spread implementation in Australia that PV panels have received. 
Similarly to the PV panels, wind turbine power output is constrained by the 
weather, requiring a minimum wind speed before power generation can 
occur. Therefore it is an intermittent energy source that is harder to predict 
than PV, but has been modelled such as using the auto-regressive and 
moving average (ARMA) model [1]. Alternatively, a Weibull distribution 
function with two parameters can be used to estimate the wind speed. It has 
been thoroughly simulated and compared against real world data 
successfully for many locations, with the function provided (3) [4]. The 
skew of the distribution is affected by k, the scale is affected by c, which 
reflects the average wind speed of the area and    is a randomly generated 
number from 0 to 1 [4]. 
 
   [     ]
 
         (3) 
 
With the wind speed data, the power output can be determined by using (4)-
(6) [8], coupled with the rated power of the turbine (      ), cut-in speed 
(       ), rated speed (      ) and cut-out speed (        ) [8].  
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         (6) 
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The output of the wind generation is dependent on the wind speed and not 
the time of day that PV is depend on. Therefore over voltage issues can also 
occur if the wind generation is high during the low load times, but less 
frequently. Despite this battery storage is still ideal to be used in 
conjunction with wind generation due to its intermittent output. 
 
2.2.3 Battery Storage 
 
The noted renewable resources’ outputs are dependent on the weather conditions 
and can fluctuate rapidly throughout the day. Therefore battery storage devices 
can be used to store this generation and utilise it when required to provide 
smoother power, shed peak loads and provide micro-grid islanding [9]. The main 
constraints to the battery storage system will be the capacity of the battery 
storage device and its charge/discharge rate. The hypothesis of improving the 
reliability of the network is supported by [1], as it states that battery storage can 
both improve the reliability of the network and be financially beneficial. This is 
further confirmed by [10], which resulted in a reliability improvement when 
adding battery storage and DG to distribution network, without islanding. In 
addition to the capacity of the battery storage having an effect in the network, 
the placement of the battery storage system also plays an important role. This 
was addressed in [11] that determined a reliability improvement when using 
battery storage in the medium voltage distribution network. However, it was 
noted that this could be further improved upon by installing the battery storage 
system in the low-voltage network instead. This will increase the chance of 
islanding, make it easier manage rooftop PV units and to future proof against the 
deployment of plug-in electric vehicles [11]. Therefore this thesis can test the 
reliability improvement of distribution networks with the placement of battery 
storage in the low-voltage network to address a gap in research. It has been 
concluded in [9] that there can be substantial reliability improvements with 
battery storage devices, if they are coupled with constant distributed generation 
sources, such as diesel generation. However, as PV and wind generation devices 
are intermittent, they limit the reliability improvement that can be achieved.    
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2.3 Distribution Network 
 
2.3.1 PV Penetration 
 
The photovoltaic penetration percentage is the ratio of the load of a load 
point compared to the PV generation in the load point. As the PV 
penetration amount increases, the power injected from them into the 
distribution network will raise the voltage on the lines [6]. This was 
discussed in Chapter 2.2.1 and has been investigated by [7] which recorded 
the voltages along low voltage distribution lines with varying PV 
penetration. Their results are provided (Figure 2), with the line voltage per 
PV penetration percentage. 
 
Figure 2 - Low Voltage Line Voltage per Photovoltaic Penetration Percentage [7] 
From these results it can be concluded that the voltage will become 
excessively high as the PV generation exceeds the network demand. The 
minimum voltage remains at a constant level, as it is the voltage of the 
network under zero PV generation conditions [7]. These findings have been 
reinforced in [5], as well as in [12] which provided the correlation between 
DG penetration percentage in the Low Voltage network with the average 
percentage of loads having ±5% voltage violation (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 - Average Percentage of Loads with Voltage Violation [12] 
 
It can be seen (Figure 3) that as the DG penetration increases, the 
probability of a load encountering a ±5% voltage violation also increases. 
For the specific network used in the paper [12], it was found that there is a 
25% chance of a voltage violation occurring with a DG penetration of 40%. 
This then increases significantly to 90% probability at 80% DG penetration. 
Although this will be dependent on the network configuration, it can be 
seen that PV penetration levels of 30% or under incur minimal voltage 
violations and therefore 30% is an ideal level, if additional voltage control 
is not desired. In addition to causing over voltage in the distribution 
network, high PV penetration will require improved control systems and 
reactive power control [4]. By utilising load flow within the Monte-Carlo 
simulation, these voltage violations can be recorded and dealt with 
accordingly. 
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2.3.2 Load Shedding 
 
If the weather conditions do not provide the requirements for the distributed 
generation sources to perform at their peak, there will be a decrease in 
power generation in the network. During this situation, the network is 
required to undertake load shedding methods to prevent power violations 
and loss of load, such as the under-frequency load shedding strategy that has 
been investigated in [13]. To implement this, the least significant and low 
demand loads would need to be shed first to provide continuous supply to 
the loads of critical importance. It was determined that the loads to be 
isolated by using a depth first search method [13]. Therefore when 
performing simulations to determine the reliability indices, it will be a 
necessity to provide load shedding to increase the system reliability. The 
primary loads to be shed will be low voltage network residential customers, 
as opposed to commercial and industrial loads. Alternatively, a control 
system and its benefits to the system reliability could be investigated. A 
network control system would allow the shedding of non-essential devices 
within a customer’s load, such as air conditioning. By performing this 
complex load shedding, the reliability indices will improve.   
 
2.3.3 Reactive Power 
 
Reactive power support from PV or battery storage has the potential to 
rectify over and under voltage in the distribution network. However, it is 
essential for the load demand to be met and therefore the active power 
generation must be prioritized over the reactive power [5]. Although battery 
storage can utilize its full output capacity, PV generation is less than the 
capacity of its inverter [5]. Therefore during the day when there is cloud 
coverage or the solar radiation is not at the required intensity for full PV 
output, the ability to supply reactive power support from the PV may not be 
available. The voltage performance on a distribution network bus with 
reactive power support is examined (Figure 4), with the coefficient value α, 
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representing the reactive power control and is determined by the voltage 
limits of the bus (Figure 5) [5] . 
 
 
Figure 4 – Voltage Performance with Reactive Power Support [5] 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5 – Coefficient α at Limits [5] 
    
It can be seen (Figure 4) that after 10 seconds the voltage begins to 
decrease, due to a drop in PV active power from cloud coverage, however 
with the reactive power support the potential under voltage was avoided [5].  
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2.3.4 Unbalanced Voltage 
 
As discussed in Section 2.1, cloud coverage over the rooftop PV will cause 
a rapid decrease in the output generation. As the clouds pass, the generation 
will return to normal and therefore this can lead to quick fluctuations in the 
output voltage of the PV. The extent of this was has been researched and it 
was deduced that the PV generation variations cannot be accounted for with 
transformer tap changes [14]. When using a 40% PV penetration network 
model, it was found that a phase voltage dropped below the lower limit of 
0.95pu and the voltage imbalance increased above the 2% limit [14]. These 
issues are amplified when the PV panels are unbalanced across the LV 
feeder phases. This has been examined using a test system of nine 4kW PV 
units connected equally across the three phases and then compared to the 
results with all PV units connected to a single phase [7]. From this it was 
found that there was an increase in the voltage unbalance by 21%. 
Therefore the placement and penetration of rooftop PV must be considered 
if the low voltage network is modelled.     
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2.3.5 Low Voltage Network Modelling 
 
A LV network typically consists of a radial network structure, connecting to the 
1kV MV network. An example of an LV network is provided in Figure 6 [7], 
showing a Malaysian five feeder radial network.  
 
 
Figure 6 - Malaysian Low Voltage Network [7] 
 
Detailed network data was not readily available in this research, therefore some 
network data was estimated [7]. The data used is provided in Table 1. Although 
every LV network will differ, this model is provided as a reference and can be 
used for testing if the LV network is required to be modelled.  
Table I - Malaysian LV Network Characteristics 
Characteristics Quantity 
Area (   ) 0.075 
Number of consumers 149 
Peak demand (kW) 298 
Energy consumption (MWh/year) 1572 
Load density (MW/   ) 4 
Total network length (km) 1.5 
Transformer rating (kVA) 500 
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2.3.6 Intentional Islanding 
 
Under the current Australian Standards, intentional islanding is not currently 
permissible [15]. However, with future planning in mind, a number of papers have 
investigated the use of islanding. The probability of forming an island during an outage 
event with the supply of distributed generation only is unlikely due to the intermittent 
nature of the generation [9]. This probability was to found to increase and the reliability 
of the distribution network improved with the incorporation of battery storage devices 
with the distributed generation [9]. The method for determining which load points to 
group to form an island will have an impact on the islanding results. It was proposed by 
[16] that the “smallest unit” could be formed by combining the network components 
that will cause the same outages. This is achieved through a search algorithm and will 
divide the network into groups that can form an island when possible. Alternatively, 
[17] limits the number of islands to as few as possible, therefore the islands will 
potentially be large. This is achieved by comparing the load and generation of each load 
point, to form an island that will encompass as much load as possible. This is supported 
by [18], which uses a mathematical model to form the largest islands possible. It was 
also concluded by [18] that when large DG penetration exists, reactive power control is 
required to counter the voltage violations. Further research has been conducted on the 
benefits of islanding to the reliability of distribution network by a number of papers [19-
22]. In paper [23] it was calculated that the reliability improvement from islanding was 
inferior to the inclusion of emergency ties and redundant feeders. It can be inferred from 
this that intentional islanding would therefore benefit a rural network that does not have 
the possibility for emergency ties. It was determined that a future expansion of control 
systems to provide communications with loads and distributed generation is crucial 
[19]. This will provide detailed load shedding and minimising the possibility of over 
voltage in the micro-grid. Finally, as the micro-grid is required to operate while a fault 
is present in the network, relaxation of the protection devices is required to allow for 
this [19].  
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2.4 Reliability of Distribution Networks 
 
2.4.1 Distributed Generation Effect on Reliability 
 
Although many studies have been conducted on the effect of distributed 
generation on the medium voltage (MV) network reliability, there is a lack 
of research in the low-voltage secondary network [12]. However, this is 
likely due to the complexity of the low-voltage network and its high 
reliability. The occurrence of an outage near the LV distribution network 
can cause loss of supply to customers, as they typically consist of a radial 
network design. In the event of a fault occurring on a feeder, DG can be 
used to supply power to the disconnected load points, which has been tested 
in other research [24]. However, if the fault occurs between the DG and the 
load point, it will not be able to be supplied. Therefore an alternative 
method is to install DG in the low voltage network, guaranteeing islanding 
and supply of load if the generation meets the demand.  
 
The system reliability improvements with different distributed generation 
being employed were investigated [8], with each test system having the 
same total distributed generation amount. The results were given for test 
systems consisting of wind turbine generators (WTG), PV+WTG, PV 
generation only and diesel generators only (Figure 7) [8].  
 
 
Figure 7 - System Reliability with Different Distributed Generation [8] 
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The diesel generation provides the greatest reliability to the system, but as it 
is not a renewable energy source, it is ignored. When only PV generation is 
being used, the system reliability is at its highest when compared to WTG 
and WTG+PV. It is explained by [8] that at the location simulated, solar 
radiation is more readily available then wind. As a result, choosing a DG 
source that is available most of the day at the location will provide the 
greatest reliability improvement.  The location that will be used for testing 
this thesis is South-East Queensland. As solar radiation availability has a 
higher probability than equivalent wind speed, it is recommended that only 
PV be used to maximise the reliability of the network for the same 
percentage of DG.  
 
2.4.1.1 Probabilistic Method 
 
To calculate the system reliability indices of a distribution network, a 
probabilistic method is most commonly used. This method consists of two 
primary types, an analytical method and a Monte-Carlo method. The Monte-
Carlo method uses a sequential time simulation, investigating the network 
outages at a set interval and has been used numerous times recently, such as in 
[25], [26] and [27]. The implementation of distributed generation and battery 
storage in the low voltage network introduces a random nature to the network; 
with distribution service providers having no control over the device’s output 
power. To overcome this, [28] has taken a probabilistic approach by 
implementing a Monte-Carlo Simulation technique over hourly intervals for 
several years. The issue of long computational times associated with Monte-
Carlo simulations was addressed in [16] by proposing a new concept of smallest 
unit. This concept aims to group network components together that have the 
same results when a fault occurs. Through this method the number of network 
components incorporated into the simulation can be reduced and therefore 
reduce computation time. Lastly, a pseudo sequential Monte-Carlo method used 
by [29] has achieved in decreasing the simulation time by reducing the required 
sequential simulations. This was accomplished by using a non-sequential Monte-
Carlo simulation to first determine the system failure states.  
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Due to the low computational costs the analytical method was used when 
calculating the reliability of distribution networks when considering power 
quality [30]. [31] decided to develop a new method based on the analytical 
method. This alternative method separates the calculations into various 
patterns, based on seasons, weekdays and holidays. The reliability indices 
are then calculated at hourly intervals using convolution integral method 
using probability mass functions. [29] proposed a similar analytical method 
that also calculates the indices at a regular time interval, but has be 
designed to work with complex radial distribution systems. Finally, an 
analytical method was developed to calculate the reliability indices of a 
distribution network when trying to minimise the outage time by supplying 
loads with DG [32]. Although these methods differ slightly, the analytical 
method basis has been well established, such as in the aforementioned 
investigations, as well as [24] and [33]. Due to the variable nature of a 
distribution network incorporating DG, a sequential Monte-Carlo is ideal 
for determining the reliability indices. However, this accuracy comes at the 
expense of higher simulation time.  
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2.5 Literature Review Conclusion 
 
Due to the financial benefits and the ability to be installed on rooftops, photovoltaic 
panels have seen wide spread introduction to the low voltage distribution network, 
as opposed to wind turbines. Additionally, Queensland has high solar radiation and 
is ideally suited for PV. Therefore using PV for this research is the best option for a 
South-East Queensland network to provide the greatest reliability improvement. 
PV panels are reasonably predictable, based on the available solar radiation 
throughout the day and the year. However, a method of varying the PV power 
output every year to provide variation must be determined. A currently available 
battery storage device is required to be chosen, from this the capacity and 
charge/discharge rate can be used to model the battery. The optimum placement of 
battery storage, including testing the low-voltage placement and the quantity of 
battery storage devices will be dependent on the network and will be investigated 
to maximising the reliability improvement to the distribution network, in the most 
cost effective way. The Monte-Carlo simulation is the preferred method for 
determining the reliability of distribution networks that are utilizing distributed 
generation, as it is a sequential simulation and allows for fluctuating generation. It 
has been determined that modelling the low voltage network in the Monte Carlo 
simulation would provide little benefit to the results and would increase 
computation time to an impractical amount. For this reason the reliability of the 
low voltage network will not be considered. Therefore only the medium voltage 
distribution network will be simulated, with each low voltage network being 
represented as a load or as a generator at any given time. Finally, it was generally 
agreed from other researchers that forming larger islands will be more efficient. 
However, some research did utilize the smallest islands possible and achieved 
promising results. As a result of the literature review, it was found that although 
there was research on a number of combinations of the Monte Carlo method, load 
flow, DG, battery storage and islanding, no research currently exists that 
assimilates these components together to provide a complete understanding. In 
addition there is a lack of research in the reliability of rural network improvement 
and battery storage located in the low-voltage network. All these components can 
be combined to calculate the benefits of distributed generation, battery storage and 
islanding on the reliability of rural distribution networks. 
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Chapter 3 
 Monte Carlo Development 
 
Due to the large arrays of data and computational time associated with the Monte Carlo 
method, a computer simulation is essential to perform the calculations. Matlab was 
chosen to develop the simulation as it has a high requirement for mathematical 
functions and utilizes large data arrays. This is due to its pre-existing mathematical 
functions, speed in calculations and simplicity of coding. The following section outlines 
the process and methodology of how the Monte Carlo method was developed. For 
reusability, the program was split into smaller functions and procedures, which were 
developed systematically from the lowest to the highest hierarchal level.  
 
3.1 Monte Carlo Overview 
 
The Monte Carlo method can replicate the outage events of a real world 
distribution network. Each component in the network can be in one of three 
states. The component is initially in an operating state with no faults 
occurring. When a fault occurs in the network the switching state is entered, 
immediately opening the circuit breaker to disconnect the feeder from the 
supply point. After a time until manual switching has elapsed, the required 
isolators in the network are opened to isolate the fault and to resume power 
flow to any load point possible. This network configuration (without cross-
connect) is sustained for the rest of the outage until the fault has been 
repaired and the network is returned to normal operating state. (Figure 8).  
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     fault rate of component 
      switching rate of component 
      repair rate of component 
 
The time a component spends in a state before transitioning to another state varies 
according to a distribution function. The time for a component residing in a state can be 
calculated correspondingly, for example, Time to Failure (TTF), Time to Switch (TTS) 
and Time to Repair (TTR).  As an example, a sample component state is modelled 
(Figure 9), with the Y-axis values of 2, 1 and 0 representing the operating, switching 
and repair state respectively over time.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Operating 
State 
Failed State 
Switching State 
𝜆𝑖 
𝑟𝑖 
𝑠𝑖 
Figure 8 - Component State 
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2  mean time until switching 
1 mean time until failure  
0 mean time until repair 
 
The states of each component in the network are combined chronologically to form a 
so-called system state throughout the simulation. Therefore for each system state, the 
network configuration is formed and load flow calculation is performed to extract any 
load point outages. The load flow is executed to identify any network quality issues 
which could result in load curtailment/shedding. The unavailability of the load points 
are recorded and accumulated through the Monte Carlo process. The accumulated 
number of outages, outage durations and other numerical values of interest are dividing 
by the number of years simulated to calculate they yearly mean values. The load point 
and system reliability indices are then calculated from these results. This Chapter 
explains this process in detail and how it is developed in Matlab Code. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
1 
0 
MTTF MTTF 
MTTS 
MTTR 
Figure 9 - Component State Timeline 
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3.2 Time Distribution 
 
To utilise the distribution functions, a uniformly distributed random number 
between zero and one is required. Therefore a function was developed in 
Matlab that would return a random value using an algorithm (7). 
  
 
 
              (
(        )
 
)       (7) 
  
where  
        random number 
        modulo 
            constants 
         random value 
 
The constant values three, sixteen and one were used for A, B and C 
respectively. The seed variable is linked to the system clock to provide a 
variation in the output of the function, as below in (8). 
 
                   ∑(          )   (8) 
 
where  
           random number 
         current time value 
          constants 
  
 
The summation of the clock values provides a large number, which is then 
modulated by multiplying against the seconds of the clock and Matlab’s 
random number generator. Therefore this function will provide a random 
number as the seed will be constantly changing.  
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A component will remain in a normal operating state until the generated 
time to failure, TTF is elapsed. If there is more than one state to transit to, 
the least time transit to the states would determine which state it will go to. 
The time to transit between states follow a distribution, required by Monte 
Carlo method. The times to transit to other states for all components in a 
system is generated for the anticipated years of Monte Carlo simulation. 
Obviously, the generated transition times are varied with each random 
selection. System states of interest are then formed as a result of various 
combinations of all components transition time profiles. In order to 
demonstrate the mathematical process of generating a time to transit, an 
example is provided in the following. Consider a component TTF with an 
exponential distribution (9). The cumulative probability distribution 
function (10) is first calculated for the exponential distribution and then the 
inverse transform is performed (11). The inverse transform is a function of 
cumulative distribution function with a range of 0 to 1, shown as U in (11). 
From (11) an exponentially distributed random variate can be generated and 
used as the TTF of the component, using the fault rate of the component 
and a uniformly distributed random number for U as variable inputs.  
 
 ( )               (9) 
 ( )                 (10) 
     ( ( ))   (
  
 
)    ( )      (11) 
 
where  
        time to failure 
     component failure rate 
      uniformly distributed random number 
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For example, a component with a failure rate of 0.02 f/yr was selected to 
examine this process. The inverse of the failure rate (
 
 
) will provide the 
average time to failure for the component, which is 50 years. The inverse 
transform of the cumulative probability function (11) is plotted for this 
example in Figure 10. This function varies between 0 to 1 and it is plotted 
for this interval, representing the uniformly distributed random number, U.  
 
                         Figure 10 – Time to Failure 
 
To verify the integrity of the developed Monte Carlo simulation, the TTF 
was generated for the component for 50,000 iterations. The summation of 
the TTF values is divided by the number iterations to calculate the average 
TTF of 50.09 years, thus confirming the accuracy of the function. 
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3.3 Modelling of a Component State 
 
The Monte Carlo method simulates each component for a large number of 
years until convergence occurs. Therefore the time to failure and time to 
repair cycle must be repeated for each component over this time period. 
The Component State Generator function was created to achieve this. The 
random number generator and exponential distribution functions detailed 
previously were used to determine the TTF, TTS and TTR has occurred. 
Values of zero, one and two were recorded for corresponding time values to 
track the repair, switching and operating states respectively. This process 
was iterated until the total required simulation time had been reached, with 
a small selection of data to show how the component states are handled 
(Figure 11) (Figure 12).  
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Figure 11 - Component State Timeline (Multiple Outages) 
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Figure 12 - Component State Timeline (Single Outage) 
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The component alternates between an operating, switching and a repair 
state at varying frequencies. Simulation efficiency is required to minimize 
computation time, therefore rather than recording states at a time interval, 
only when a component state change occurs is the time recorded.  
 
3.4 Modelling of Network State Events 
 
The component states were generated using the developed function for each 
component in the network. To differentiate between the components, these 
figures were numbered and the value stored for each component state 
change. The arrays storing the time, current component state and the 
component number for each component in the network were appended into 
a single array. The Matlab sort function was used to arrange the component 
data chronologically based on the time values. A sample of data stored in 
the array for a two year simulation, consisting of two components, is 
provided below in Table II.  
Table II – Network Component State Array 
Years Component State Component Identifier 
0.33565 2 1 
0.33569 1 1 
0.33573 0 1 
0.75593 2 1 
0.75598 1 1 
0.75603 0 1 
1.28071 2 1 
1.28077 1 1 
1.28083 0 1 
1.73857 2 2 
1.738774 0 2 
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3.5 Network Configuration 
 
With the current state of each component generated for the simulation 
length and organised chronologically. The data can then be used to show 
the state of every component at each event. A network event is defined as 
every time a component in the network transitions to another state. At each 
network event the state of each component is given. For every event 
transition the previous state of the components are duplicated and the 
component that has changed state has its event data altered. The network 
event regions have been marked in Figure 13, with each region of each 
network event being shaded. An example network outage array is given in 
Table III, showing the representations for each component state during each 
network event. 
 
 
Figure 13 - Network Events 
Table III - Network Outage Event States 
Component 
1 
Component 
2 
Component 
3 
Component 
4 
Component 
5 
Component 
6 
Component 
7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 1 0 0 
0 0 0 2 2 1 0 
0 0 0 2 2 2 2 
0 0 0 2 2 2 0 
0 0 0 0 2 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Operating 
 Failed 
Operating 
 Failed 
Switching 
Component 1 
Component 2 
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The final array of data that will be used to alter the network configuration is given in 
Table III. Similarly to previous outage arrays, this data can consist of values of zero, 
one, two or three to represent the state of each component at the current time.  Initially 
the circuit breaker that is connected to the feeder that contains the faulty component will 
be triggered. This will disconnect all components on the feeder from the main network 
supply. When the switching state is reached a search algorithm (Figure 14) is used to 
determine the closest upstream and downstream isolators and open them. This will also 
determine the network components that reside in between and will not be isolated. 
These components will be considered faulty for the duration of the failed state, until 
repair is completed. 
 
Figure 14 – Isolator Algorithm 
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Finally, if the value for the component state is set to three, the network is ready for 
normally open switches to close to provide an alternative path of supply. Similarly to 
the isolation stage, the re-closer stage requires a search algorithm to determine whether 
an alternative path can be provided and to which load points (Figure 15). 
 
 
Figure 15 –Normally Open Switch Algorithm 
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3.6 Outage Results 
 
Depending on the current state of the components in the network, circuit breakers, 
isolators and normally open switches will activate and reconfigure the network to allow 
for the least number of load points on outage. Based on this, a data array will be 
generated for both the lines and the buses in the network, with a binary representation 
for each component. An output of one will represent that the component is on outage 
during the current outage event and a zero will represent an operating state. A simple 6 
bus distribution network (Figure 16) is used to demonstrate the process for determining 
an outage, using the network configuration method from section 3.5. This network 
consists of a single feeder with an upstream circuit breaker, three primary lines and 
three lateral lines. The network supplies power to three load points that are protected by 
fuses. In case of an outage, a normally open switch is provided at Bus 7 to provide an 
alternative path of supply after isolators at Bus 2 and Bus 5 have sectionalized the fault.   
 
 
 
Figure 16 - Simple Distribution Network 
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To demonstrate the process, a fault is applied to Line 4, which has been marked in 
Figure 17 as Fault 1. Assuming that all components are in an operating state as the fault 
occurs on Line 4, the steps taken are as follows. 
3.6.1 Circuit Breaker 
 
As the network only consists of one feeder with a single circuit breaker, a fault 
on any primary line will cause the circuit breaker to trip. This will disconnect the 
network from the supply and therefore all buses, lines and load points will be 
placed on outage. However, each lateral line consists of a fuse that has the same 
effect as a circuit breaker for determining the network configuration. The benefit 
of a fuse on the lateral lines is to immediately sectionalise the fault from the rest 
of the network, limiting the outage time. The line and bus outage data arrays for 
this event are generated (Table IV). 
Table IV - Circuit Breaker Outage Output 
Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 Line 5 Line 6 - 
1 1 1 1 1 1 - 
Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3 Bus 4 Bus 5 Bus 6 Bus 7 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
 
3.6.2 Isolators 
 
After the switching time has elapsed, the faulty Line 4 will then be marked for 
isolation. Although all load points will have been forced on outage by the circuit 
breaker, the isolation phase importantly minimizes the outage duration by 
restoring the supply to the load points. Using the search algorithm outlined in 
this section, the upstream and downstream side of the fault are analysed. To 
represent the locations of isolators and fuses, an input table is used (Table V). 
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Table V – Isolator Input 
Component Number Branch Number Bus Number Isolator Type 
1 2 1 2 
2 1 2 1 
3 3 2 2 
4 4 5 1 
5 5 5 2 
 
 Isolator Type 1 – Isolator 
 Isolator Type 2 – Fuse 
 
Line 1 and Line 3 are selected as the lines to start the search algorithm, due to no 
isolator located at Bus 2 on the Line 4 side to isolate the fault. Bus 2 contains an 
isolator/fuse on both Line 1 and Line 3 (Table V). As a result Bus 2 is 
considered on outage, but the remaining upstream network is successfully 
isolated from the fault. Although the downstream network will be disconnected 
from the main supply whether it can be isolated from the fault or not, each bus 
can be assumed to be on outage. However, as this simulation is considering 
islanding and emergency ties, it is required to determine whether downstream 
isolation is achieved. As there is an isolator on Bus 5, the downstream end is 
successfully isolated from the fault. Finally, a one in a data new array marks all 
isolated components that are not connected to the main supply. This isolated 
data array will be used later for determining emergency ties and islanding.    
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The outage results for the simple distribution network have been marked, 
showing the outage types after isolation (Figure 17). The marked outage sections 
show the lines that are on outage due to a fault. The marked isolated sections 
show the lines on outage that have been isolated from the fault. The remaining 
lines have been isolated from the fault and are still connected to the supply.  
 
 
Figure 17 - Simple Network Isolator Result 
 
 
3.6.3 Emergency Ties 
 
The final step to determining the network configuration during a fault is to re-supply 
isolated load points during the re-closing state. As this simple network only contains 
one emergency tie, the main feeder and the alternate supply feeder are checked for 
faults. The simulation does not consider faults on the alternate supply feeder and as 
the main feeder contains a fault on Line 4, the requirements are met for the 
emergency tie to close. Isolation of the fault has protected Bus 5 from being forced 
on outage, therefore Bus 5 and Bus 7 are merged and the alternate supply is 
considered as a supply connected line on the main feeder. A search algorithm is 
deployed to determine the components that can be connected to the alternate supply. 
This search is performed on Line 5 as it is connected to Bus 5, but Line 4 is ignored 
due to containing a fault. From the previous isolation step, Line 5 was marked in the 
isolated record array for resupply through the alternate feeder. Therefore all 
-Outage 
-Isolated 
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downstream components from Line 5 are restored, including Load Point C.  Due to 
the isolator at Bus 2 being located on the upstream end of the bus, Load Point B will 
remain on outage for the duration of the fault. The network configuration during the 
final re-closer state of the fault is given in Figure 19, marking the lines that are 
determined to be on outage after the re-closer state.  
 
Figure 18 - Simple Network Re-Closer Result 
 
 
This network was simulated with the Monte Carlo program to calculate the load point 
fault rate and load point repair duration (Table VI), with the alternate supply assumed to 
be unavailable. From these results it can be concluded that the greater the distance 
between a load point and the supply, the longer the outage duration is. This is due to a 
higher number of components being situated between the load point and supply, 
increasing the probability of isolation from the supply.  
 
Table VI - Simple Network Load Point Results w/o Re-Closer 
Load Point A Load Point B Load Point C 
λ r λ r λ r 
1.2638 1.0387 1.0092 2.4016 0.7578 2.7339 
 
 
 
 
-Outage 
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The alternate supply that was assumed to be unavailable previously is now utilized and 
the Monte Carlo program re-simulated, with the same network parameters used to 
provide comparison (Table VII). As can be seen from the results, the fault rates of the 
load points are identical between simulations. This is due to the alternate supply having 
no effect, with all outages during the initial switching phase being determined by the 
circuit breaker and fuse configuration. However, the emergency tie becomes beneficial 
in the reduction of the load point’s outage durations. Resultantly there is minimal 
difference between Load Point A and B between simulations. This is due to the number 
of primary and lateral lines connecting the load points to the alternate supply and the 
increased probability of a fault isolating the alternate supply. Load Point C on the other 
hand is connected to the alternate supply via Line 6 and therefore only a fault on its 
lateral line or Line 6 will block the alternate supply. The isolator connected to Bus 5 is 
ideally placed to isolate any faults from the upstream network that would interfere with 
this.  
Table VII - Simple Network Load Point Results w. Re-Closer 
Load Point A Load Point B Load Point C 
λ r λ r λ r 
1.2601 0.8214 1.0016 2.0126 0.7426 1.7801 
 
The improvement in outage time between Table VI and Table VII is approximately one 
hour for Load Point C. This reduction has been achieved through adding an alternate 
supply to the network and demonstrates the value of incorporating emergency ties.  
 
Although this network is already fairly reliable and incorporates several isolators, 
further improvement to Load Point B’s outage time can easily be made by introducing 
an isolator to Bus 2 on the Line 4 side. With this isolator included, a fault on Line 4 can 
be isolated to protect Bus 2 and therefore supply can be provided to Load Point B from 
the main supply. To prove this, the discussed isolator is added to the network and 
simulated. These new results are provided in Table VIII and display a significant 
reduction in the outage time for Load Point B relative to a single isolator addition. 
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Table VIII - Simple Network Load Point Results w. Re-Closer + added Isolator 
Load Point A Load Point B Load Point C 
λ r λ r λ r 
1.2502 0.81789 0.9961 1.2600 0.7502 1.7342 
 
Finally, to test the accuracy of the simulation for the simple network, the analytical 
results (Table IX) are compared with the MC results (Table VII), with an emergency tie 
incorporated.  
 
Table IX - Simple Network Analytical Results 
Load Point A Load Point B Load Point C 
λ r λ r λ r 
1.35 1.15 1.1 1.5 0.85 1.24 
 
Although there is a discrepancy between results, the overall simulated results follow the 
same trend with smaller values. Therefore this can be attributed to the difference in 
methods used. The analytical method is generally limited to one or two failures at a 
time, whereas the Monte Carlo method is able to consider any contingency 
combination. Additionally, altering the distribution function types and their parameters 
that are used in the MC method will produce different results. 
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3.7 Direct Load Flow 
 
The method for determining the current network configuration based on fault locations 
and protection devices were outlined previously in this Chapter. However, the outage 
results from these simulations are the best case results and assume that no power quality 
issues occur. As has been proposed, to introduce PV, battery storage and islanding to 
the network, new issues will arise in trying to simulate the network. For instance, excess 
PV during peak output can cause over voltage in the network if the current load is not 
sufficient. Alternatively, determining the available energy from the battery storage 
requires calculating the loads, PV generation and the previous power output of the 
battery storage. To meet these issues, as well as several other power quality issues, load 
flow is required during the simulation.  
 
The biggest disadvantage to the MC method is the computational time required to 
complete a simulation. Although the simulation has been coded and designed to be as 
efficient as possible, the computation time is not able to be improved without losing 
significant accuracy. Therefore adding new modules such as load flow to the simulation 
that is required for each network event can add to significantly extra computation time 
due to iteration. Based on this problem, Direct Load Flow [34] was chosen as the load 
flow method due to its incredibly fast computation time in comparison to other common 
methods. The Direct Load Flow method is suited towards radial distribution networks 
due to the balanced impedance traditionally found on the lines. Although emergency 
ties are being utilized, no mesh networks are being considered and therefore the Direct 
Load Flow meets the requirements of the MC simulation. A six bus network (Figure 19) 
is used to outline the process for performing Direct Load Flow.  
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Figure 19 - Direct Load Flow Test Network [34] 
 
The Direct Load Flow method represents the configuration of the network in matrix 
form. The BIBC [34] matrix provides the relationship between the bus current injections 
and branch currents, which is obtained by applying Kirchoff’s Current Law to the 
branches of the network. Therefore the currents for each branch on this network are 
equal to the summation of all downstream bus currents, as can be seen in (12).  
                  
               
         
      
               (12) 
 
   current at branch i 
   current at bus j 
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This information is now transferred into the BIBC matrix, with rows representing the 
branches and columns representing the buses, starting from Bus 2. For each branch from 
(12), the equivalent bus current columns are altered from a zero to a one. Therefore the 
BIBC matrix for this network is given in (13). 
 
[
 
 
 
 
     
     
     
     
     ]
 
 
 
 
         (13) 
 
Secondly, Kirchoff’s Voltage Law is applied to the network to determine the BCBV 
[34] matrix. This is similar to the BIBC matrix, but provides the relationship between 
the branch currents and bus voltages. Therefore for each bus in the network, the voltage 
is equivalent to the voltage at the connected upstream bus minus the voltage loss across 
the connecting branch. This voltage loss is found by multiplying the branch current by 
the supplied branch impedance, with the calculated bus voltages given in (14).  
 
            
            
                    (14) 
 
   voltage at bus i 
   current at bus j 
    impedance at branch connecting bus j and bus k 
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For the BCBV matrix, the column and row representation is switched, with the rows 
now representing the buses. The equations from (14) are merged by substituting the bus 
voltage equations into the variables. This will limit the bus voltage variables to the Bus 
1 voltage, which is the base voltage of the network. An example is provided below in 
(15) for the voltage at Bus 2. 
 
                         (15) 
 
Similarly to the BIBC matrix, branch currents existing in the equation will be 
represented by ones. As this is multiplied by the impedance, the matrix will consist of 
the impedance of the branches, when the branch exists downstream from the 
corresponding bus of the row. Therefore the BCBV matrix for this network is calculate 
and given in (16). 
 
[
 
 
 
 
       
         
           
             
           ]
 
 
 
 
        (16) 
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 Finally, for the purpose of calculating these matrices dynamically in the Monte Carlo 
program, an algorithm was created (Figure 21).  
 
 
Figure 20 – BIBC/BCBV generation 
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This algorithm will provide the BIBC and BCBV matrices for any radial network 
without outages. However, as the Monte Carlo simulation determines the lines and 
buses on outage during a network event, these matrices must be adapted to deal with the 
reconfigured network. This is achieved by multiplying the rows and columns 
corresponding to the components on outage by zero. Assuming Line 3 has an isolator on 
the upstream side when a fault occurs on it, the readjusted BIBC is demonstrated in (17) 
and the BCBV in (18). This can be compared with the original healthy network BIBC 
matrix from (13). As can be seen the Line 3, Line 4, Bus 4 and Bus 5 have all be placed 
on outages and removed from the network by multiplying the corresponding matrix 
rows and columns.  
 
[
 
 
 
 
     
     
     
     
     ]
 
 
 
 
         (17) 
 
[
 
 
 
 
       
         
     
     
           ]
 
 
 
 
        (18) 
 
 
This process of calculating the matrices and dynamically reconfiguring can be applied 
to any radial distribution network to be used in performing load flow. The iterative 
calculations for performing the Direct Load Flow method using these matrices can be 
found in [34]. To test the accuracy of the Direct Load Flow method, load flow is 
performed on a 15 Bus test network (Table X).  
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Table X – Load Flow Test Results 
Bus Num. Load Flow Test Results Direct Load Flow Results 
1 1.000 1.000 
2 0.971 0.981 
3 0.957 0.971 
4 0.951 0.973 
5 0.950 0.967 
6 0.958 0.966 
7 0.956 0.970 
8 0.957 0.968 
9 0.968 0.969 
10 0.967 0.978 
11 0.950 0.977 
12 0.946 0.966 
13 0.945 0.962 
14 0.949 0.961 
15 0.948 0.965 
 
 
By comparing the results in Table X, it can be seen that both results follow the same 
trend of voltage drop further along the network. However, there are slight discrepancies 
between the results of the methods. The load flow test results are lower than the Direct 
Load Flow method’s results. Although the Direct Load Flow is computationally fast, it 
can lack the accuracy of more complex methods. The difference in results can be 
attributed to the accuracy of the Direct Load Flow method. For the purposes of the load 
flow in the MC method, the Direct Load Flow’s accuracy meets the requirements.  
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3.8 Load Shedding 
 
The Monte Carlo simulation using the network configuration only will determine the 
reliability indices with no load shedding occurring. Therefore these results can be used 
as a benchmark to determine the effects of load shedding. With load flow incorporated, 
the simulation is able to detect voltage and current violations in the network. Load 
shedding is therefore required to minimise the outage duration for all possible load 
points. When all load points cannot be supplied without a violation occurring, a method 
to determine which loads to shed must be decided. A number of possibilities exist, such 
as a high priority method used in [35]. In this load shedding policy, priority is given to 
the most important customers, such as hospitals. This will allow load points to curtail 
the load by shedding specific customers, as opposed to shedding an entire load point. 
More complex methods were discussed in [36], such as using an algorithm to determine 
the optimal load shedding based on the current capacity and voltage drop to the loads. 
Therefore the loads that are more likely to be supplied with the smallest amount of load 
shedding are given priority to be restored. Secondly [36] discusses load shedding from a 
distribution network reliability perspective. With this method, the distribution network 
operator is considering the interruption costs in deciding which loads to shed. By 
incorporating a weighting for the cost of an interruption, the load shedding will occur to 
benefit the reliability of customers that will have the greatest financial impact.  
 
These methods all provide desired outcomes, but for the Monte Carlo method program a 
method was chosen which uses a bottom-up search algorithm that will find the furthest 
downstream load point on the feeder that has a violation occurring. This selected load 
point will then shed from the network and load flow will then be performed again. If 
violations on the feeder continue to occur, this process of finding the next available 
downstream load point will then be iterated until the voltage and current limits of the 
network are met. If two load points are found to be the same distance downstream, the 
load point that has the smallest power consumption will be shed, as this will have the 
smallest impact on the network if the load shedding successfully solves the violations. 
This method was chosen for its simplicity and effectiveness in dealing with load 
shedding, as the load shedding section of the Monte Carlo program can have a 
significant effect on the results. By minimizing the impact of load shedding on the 
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results, the effects of DG, battery storage and islanding can be investigated more 
accurately. The process that has been discussed for selecting the furthest downstream 
load point will be demonstrated on Feeder 1 and Feeder 2 of the RBTS Bus 2 Network 
(Figure 21) [37].  
 
 
Figure 21 - RBTS Bus 2 Feeder 1 & Feeder 2 
 
 
Assuming that a fault has occurred on Line 4 of the network, the circled isolator on Line 
7 will isolate the fault from the downstream side of the network. During this time, Load 
Points 3-7 will be on outage due to the fault, until the normally open switch has closed 
to provide an alternative supply path from Feeder 2. Although only two load points exist 
on Feeder 2, if they are assumed to be high load industrial customers, a high current 
strain is already placed on Line 12 and Line 14, as can be seen in the load flow results 
under no fault conditions (Table XI).  
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Table XI - Load Flow Data w/o fault 
Line Num. Maximum Power Capacity 
(MW) 
Power (MW)  
12 4 2.161 
14 3 1.157 
10 2 0.461 
7 2 1.450 
 
After the normally open switch has closed during a fault on Line 4, Feeder 2 will 
provide the alternative supply source to Load Points 5-7. This will increase the power 
required along Feeder 2, placing strain on Line 12 and 14. For this example, ideal load 
flow data is created to demonstrate the load shedding (Table XII).  
 
Table XII - Created Load Flow Data with Re-Closer 
Line Num. Maximum Power Capacity 
(MW) 
Power (MW)  
12 4 4.1 
14 3 3.0 
10 2 1.5 
7 2 0.5 
 
 
If this data was the result of the load flow during this event, load shedding would be 
required to protect Line 12 and Line 14, as the power exceeds the maximum rating. As 
Load Points 5-7 are being supplied through Feeder 2 during this event, Lines 7-11 are 
now considered as part of Feeder 2 for the simulation. A search algorithm is then 
performed to find the furthest downstream load point (Figure 22).  
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Figure 22 – Load Shedding Selection 
 
Based on the application of this algorithm, Line 7 will be found to be the furthest 
downstream primary line on Feeder 2. Connected to Line 7 are the lateral Lines 8 and 9, 
which contain Load Points 5 and 6. These load points are the furthest downstream load 
points on Feeder 2 when the emergency tie is closed. As Load Point 5 and 6 have a 
power consumption of 566kW and 454kW respectively at the time of the fault, Load 
Point 6 is selected by the algorithm to be completely load shed. Therefore if the 
disconnection of Load Point 6 is enough to decrease the power along Lines 12 and Line 
14, the load shedding method has completed its task and minimised the outage time of 
the network.  
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3.9 Variable Load 
 
The Monte Carlo simulation’s main advantage over competing methods is the ability to 
simulate over time. This is important as the simulation will be considering both PV 
generation, that will vary throughout the day. The use of a constant load value for the 
load points will not produce accurate results from the simulation. Therefore a variable 
load profile is required to compare against the PV generation and calculate the net 
power of the load point. Hourly load data is easily obtainable for a variety of load types 
and geographical locations. For the simulation, load data was obtained from AEOMO 
[38] for a distribution network in Australia. The hourly data for one day of each month 
is given in Appendix A.   
 
It is not required to model each individual load in the low voltage network, but rather 
consider a load point as a single load. The data from Appendix A can therefore be used 
to represent the load profile of each load point in the MC simulations. As the load points 
reside in the same geographical location, they should follow the same peak times if they 
consist of the same customer types. Therefore the same load profile can be used across 
load points if it is modulated to meet the average load provided by the network data. To 
achieve this, the daily load for each month is duplicated to achieve the correct number 
of days per month. This produces a yearlong load profile at an hourly interval. Load 
data is provided from test networks in the form of the average load throughout the year. 
As a result, the average of the data from Appendix A is found using equation (18).  
 
     
∑       
    
           (18) 
 
        power demand during hour i 
     Average power demand 
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Using the calculated average load from the data and the average load point demand 
provided by network data, the ratio can be found between the two by using (20). This 
ratio can then be used to multiply the load data from Appendix A to achieve the desired 
load of each load point by using (21).  
 
     
  
   
            (20) 
 
     Power demand ratio of load point L 
     Average power demand 
    Power demand of load point L 
 
 
 
                              (21) 
 
         power demand array of load point L 
        Array containing power demand per hour 
     power demand ratio of load point L 
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This process of modulating the load profile from Appendix A to match the average 
demand of the load point given in the network data is repeated for each load point in the 
network. By following this process a unique data array of load data for a year is 
generated for each load point. Finally a normal distribution is applied to the load data to 
provide a small variation to the hourly loads each year. Assuming a load point has a 
yearly average load of 450kW, performing the discussed method would generate the 
load profile (Figure 23), for a day in January. 
 
 
Figure 23 – Daily Load Profile during January 
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3.10 Photovoltaic Generation 
 
A range of DG sources were considered to be utilized in the Monte Carlo simulation. 
This included diesel generators, fuel cells, micro wind turbines and rooftop photovoltaic 
panels. As was discussed in the literature review, there has been an influx of PV into the 
low voltage network. This has been due to the PV panels being easily installed on the 
rooftop of houses and the economic benefits of mitigating household loads. Therefore 
PV panels were decided to be a realistic option and were chosen to incorporate in the 
MC simulation. As was also discussed in the literature review, two viable options exist 
for determining the power output of PV for a specified location. Historical data can be 
used as the solar radiation tends to follow the same pattern. Alternatively simulations or 
equations can be used to calculate the solar radiation for any given location. With this 
data can then be used for specific PV panels to determine its power output. As this 
paper will focus on distribution networks based in the South-East Queensland region, 
historical data was obtained for PV output in Brisbane. This data is provided by AEMO 
[38] for a year in Appendix B over a 24 hour period for each month. This data is based 
on a southern hemisphere location and therefore the PV output is at its highest during 
the summer periods.    
 
The networks to be used in testing the MC simulation will consist of hundreds of 
customers per load point. The customers that will have PV panels installed will depend 
on the desired PV penetration and the number of PV panels these customers have 
installed will vary. Therefore it is not pragmatic to model the PV in the low voltage 
network based on real PV models, but rather consider each load point as a point that can 
either consume load or generate energy at any given time. The data required for load 
flow of distribution networks that will be used in the MC simulations provide the 
average load for each load point. This paper assumes that the low voltage networks PV 
penetration represented at a load point in MV system is the ratio of the yearly average 
load to the accumulated PV power output in the LV network. The PV penetration will 
remain uniform across all load points in the MV network to calculate the effects of 
battery storage with accuracy. The data from Appendix B can be used as a basis for 
modulating to achieve per load point PV data. Initially, the data for each month was 
duplicated to coincide with the correct number of days in each month. From this a 
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yearly PV profile is created that has an hourly interval. However, the data from 
Appendix B does not match the required peak output. With the average load for each 
load point, required peak PV output can be calculated by the target PV penetration 
percentage of the load. Using the calculated target PV peak, the ratio between the target 
and the current peak PV output can be found (22). This value can then be substituted 
into (23) to modulate the hourly interval data from Table XIV. 
 
     
   
      
           (22) 
 
     PV ratio 
        peak PV output 
     target peak PV output 
 
                               (23) 
 
         PV power output array of load point L 
        Array containing PV output per hour 
     PV ratio of load point L 
 
After iterating this process for each load point in the network containing PV, a unique 
array of hourly PV output will have been generated for each of them. It is acceptable to 
utilize the same PV historical data repetitively as each load point resides in the same 
distribution network and are therefore within the same geographical region. A normal 
distribution is applied to the yearly PV data to provide variation, however this amount is 
minimal as solar radiation is unlikely to change significantly. The main factor that 
would cause fluctuations between the PV outputs across load points would be cloud 
coverage. However, this would not have a significant impact and the time span of the 
cloud interference would not be recognised by the hour accuracy of the data. To 
maintain simplicity of the simulation, it is assumed that there are no issues that would 
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cause fluctuations between the PV output trends for the entire distribution network. 
Finally, Figure 25 plots the data from Appendix B is plotted for a day in January, which 
has been modulated using the described process for a load point with a peak PV output 
of 165kW (Figure 24).  
 
Figure 24 - Daily PV Output during January 
 
 
  
It has been discussed that each load point in the network is represented as either a load 
or a generation source depending on the net power. If the PV generation is greater than 
the load, the excess PV amount is unused by the load point and therefore exported back 
into the MV network. Traditionally in reliability evaluation, Energy Not Supplied 
(ENS) to a load point is recorded, as any loss in supply to a customer will equate to loss 
of revenue. The excess PV being exported to the MV network can be seen as a local 
generation source for the distribution service providers. Therefore any loss of export 
due to the load point becoming isolated from a fault can also be seen as a loss of 
revenue. Due to this a new reliability index is being proposed. A load point index for 
the Generated Energy Not Exported (GENE) due to the load point being on outage is 
calculated using (24). The GENE load point index can then be substituted into (25), to 
calculate the system GENE index. This will divide the sum of all load point GENE 
indices by the simulation time, to determine the yearly average GENE amount.  
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      ∑ (∑      
 
   )
 
               (24) 
 
     
∑      
 
   
 
          (25) 
 
where 
         energy generated from load point in one hour  
         energy demand from load point in one hour  
N     number of years of simulation 
h      current hour in the year 
H       hours in outage event 
j       outage event number 
i       load point number 
l       number of load points 
n      number of outage events  
                         yearly energy not exported from load point  
                  yearly energy not exported from system 
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3.11 Battery Storage 
 
Based on research provided in the literature review, it was discovered that increasing the 
PV penetration to high levels can adversely affect the network in the form of over 
voltage. This occurs due to the peak PV generation and the peak demand of the network 
occurring at an offset time (Figure 25). The shaded area under the PV profile curve 
shows the excess generation from the low voltage network that is being exported. At its 
peak this consists of 120kW for this example. Therefore this excess voltage can cause 
over voltage on certain sections of the network. In addition, if all load points have high 
PV penetration, the excess generation being exported to the medium voltage network 
may be unrequired. As the peak PV time is fixed due to the solar radiation and the peak 
load time is not likely to change, battery storage is required to utilize the excess 
generation when it is required.  
 
 
Figure 25 - PV Profile vs Load Profile during January 
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With battery storage located in the low voltage network, the excess PV generation can 
be used to charge the batteries and then output this energy back into the network to 
supply the loads during peak loading. Tracking the battery energy stored in the battery 
units at any given time is possible with the time based properties of the Monte Carlo 
method. Successful islanding requires the isolated load point to be able to generate more 
energy than it is consuming. Unless the fault in the network occurs during peak PV time 
and the PV penetration is high enough to be fully supply the load, islanding will not be 
possible. Therefore by combining the energy in the battery storage with the PV 
generation, it is likely that the load can be fully supplied. Unlike PV panels that are 
installed in large quantities in the LV network, battery storage devices will be minimal, 
requiring correct values for modelling.  
 
There are three possible battery storage configurations that are applicable to this 
research. The battery storage devices can be located in the medium voltage network, 
requiring a high capacity battery. Alternatively the battery can be connected in the LV 
network, in either the grid or in customer households. As the batteries are desired to be 
in control by the network service operators for this research, batteries located in the 
household will not be considered. A range of readily available distribution network 
battery storage devices are currently on the market for the medium and low voltage 
networks. For the purposes of testing, an Australian manufactured battery, “SolaGrid 
ESS 20” [39] was chosen to be used for all battery devices on in the LV network. This 
device can easily be connected to the low voltage network to be charged by DG devices 
or by the grid and according to [39], it is fully compliant with the required Australia 
Standards AS 3000, AS 4509 and AS 4086. The SolaGrid ESS 20 is able to be 
configured in parallel with several other units to increase the power output. The full 
specifications of this particular model are provided in Table XIII.   
Table XIII – SolaGrid ESS 20 [39] 
Energy Storage Capacity 10.92 kWh 
Battery Capacity 705 Ah 
Battery Arrangement 24 x 2V Cells in Series 
Continuous AC Power 5kW Grid-Coupled 
Rated AC Frequency 50 Hz 
Rated AC Voltage 230 V 
Enclosure Dimensions 1900 x 1000 x 1000 mm 
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For the MV network solution, the “S&C PureWave Storage Management System” was 
researched [40]. These devices are designed to be operated in the MV network with the 
ability to provide islanding. These battery storage management units are also able to be 
connected in parallel to multiple units to increase the capacity if required. The main 
specifications for these units are supplied in Table XIV.  
 
Table XIV - S&C PureWave Storage Management System [40] 
Power Maximum 2.0MW 
VA Maximum 2.5MVA 
Voltage 480 Vac 
Frequency 60Hz 
Energy Storage Capacity 24/7.2/12/6 MWh 
 
      
Using Feeder 1 and Feeder 2 from the RBTS Bus 2 network, the locations of the battery 
placement options can be visualised in Figure 26.   
 
 
Figure 26 - RBTS Bus 2 Feeder 1-2 Battery Placement 
#1 
#2 
#2 
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Two possible options are provided, options #1 and option #2. Option #1 represents the 
MV network level battery storage management system. It was found through research in 
the literature review that the optimal placement for the battery storage in the MW 
network was at the end of the feeder. This produces the maximum chance of 
resupplying a load during an outage, as the majority of isolated load points will have the 
possibility of being supplied by either the main supply or through islanding on the 
downstream side. Alternatively, Option #2 will incorporate the SolaGrid ESS 20 units 
into the LV network. By distributing the units in this method, each load point with 
sufficient battery storage will have the ability become a micro-grid during an outage, 
regardless of the fault location.  
 
Although both methods are acceptable, Option #2 has been selected to maximise 
islanding potential. Therefore the battery storage units in the LV network are required to 
be modelled to track the current capacity as it cycles through charging and discharging. 
For this several inputs and variables are required for the battery unit modelling. The 
maximum charge and discharge rate of the battery is needed to determine how much 
power can be supplied to the network during an outage. The battery capacity rating is 
used to determine the maximum allowed capacity of the battery and a battery capacity 
variable is used to manage the current capacity of the battery. As the battery charges or 
discharges per hour, the battery percentage variable will be altered accordingly.  
 
To demonstrate this, a battery unit with a discharge rate of 5kW and a maximum 
capacity of 20kWh is assumed to be installed. At the start of a fault, it is assumed that 
the current capacity of the battery is at 50% (10kWh), the PV generation is 20kW and 
the load is 25kW. Therefore during the first hour of the fault the load point is in a 
consuming state, as it has been offset by the PV to have 5kW remaining. As a result, the 
battery is switched to discharging to help supply the load. If the remaining load is equal 
to or greater than the battery’s maximum output rate, then the full discharge rate is used. 
This is the case for this situation and therefore the battery will supply the remaining 
load and an island will form. The 5kW of battery discharge for the hour is subtracted 
from the battery capacity, leaving it at 25% (5kWh). This process is repeated for the 
duration of the outage until the battery is depleted. However, if the PV generation was 
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22.5kW during the first hour of the outage, the full battery discharge rate would not be 
essential and only the required 2.5kW will be discharged from the battery. This same 
theory is applied to the charging of the battery unit as well, with the maximum charge 
rate limiting the amount of power that can be offset from the PV generation during the 
hour.    
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3.12 Islanding 
 
Intentional islanding is the isolation of a load point or a group of connected load points 
that are able to be fully or partially self-sufficient during a network outage through the 
use of battery storage and distributed generation. It was found during the literature 
review that under current Australian Standards, intentional islanding is not currently 
allowed in the distribution network, with all PV generation required to be disconnected 
from the network during an outage. However, as this research is investigating the 
prospects of utilizing islanding to form self-sufficient micro-grids to improve the 
reliability of the network, it is assumed that there are no restrictions on their formation. 
There are a number of assumptions that are made in this research for islanding, such as 
the size of the micro-grids, the isolation method used and the battery storage location. 
Intentional islanding is not limited to the methods used in this research and can be 
changed to suit the needs of the target network. The detection of an island is required 
and for this a device will be used on the downstream side of the load point transformer 
and the location has been marked in Figure 27. A PV inverter is required to contain an 
island detection method, so that in the event of a fault isolating the load, the PV inverter 
will disconnect from the network. One common method of detecting a fault is by 
measuring a change in the impedance of the network, which would significantly change 
if the load became islanded. This same method can be reapplied from a household to the 
entire load point. If the impedance of the MW network significantly changes, this will 
be detected by the device on the downstream end of the load point transformer. This 
will then disconnect the LV network from the MV network, thereby isolating the load 
point.    
 
Figure 27 - Islanding Detection Device Location 
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The described detection device will continue to check the impedance of the network 
during the fault until the fault has cleared and the impedance returns to normal. When 
this occurs the device will close and reconnect the LV network to the MV network. This 
method has been chosen due to the placement of the battery units in the LV network for 
testing. Isolating the load point from the transformer will therefore allow for maximum 
islanding capabilities. With the islanding detection in place, a method is required to 
determine whether an island is able to form and sustain itself. This will be achieved if 
the total generation amount is greater than the demand. This is checked each hour of the 
outage using equation (26), to test if the net energy is positive.  
 
  (      )              (26) 
 
  the current net power 
   the current power of the load 
    the current power PV generation 
   the current power discharging from the battery 
 
The Direct Load Flow method is restricted to radial distribution networks that have an 
infinite supply. However, due to the configuration of the micro-grid and the limited 
generation, this is not applicable to islanding in the network. Numerous other methods 
and configurations are possible, such as grouping local load points into a larger micro-
grid. However, due to the scope and limitations of the research, islanding has been 
restricted to the discussed method of forming an island.  
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The method of forming islands has been developed and the assumptions have been 
made for use in the Monte Carlo. To accurately compare the effects of various levels of 
PV and battery storage on a load point’s ability to island, a new reliability index is being 
proposed. This index will calculate the Probability of Islanding During an Outage 
(PIDO). The Monte Carlo simulation already records the number of outages that occur 
per load point for the duration of the simulation. The PIDO index will require the 
recording of the number of islands that form for each load point. The method of 
recording an island event is by checking for any load point that was initially determined 
to be on outage. If these load points are then restored due to self-supply, they are 
considered to be on outage and are recorded. The island will be considered as one event 
for the entire duration of the fault, separate islanding events are not considered during 
the switching between states, such as switching state and repair state. Due to the nature 
of an islanding event only occurring during an outage, the probability of an islanding 
forming during an outage can be found using (27). This load point index can be used to 
analyse the load points islanding probability to determine which load points require an 
increase of PV or battery storage. To analyse the reliability benefit to the customers in 
the network from islanding, a system reliability index is created using (28). This will 
weight each load points PIDO index by the number of customers. Therefore improving 
the reliability through islanding load points that contain fewer customers, will come at 
an expense that is not as important as improving a load point with a significant number 
of customers.  
 
       
  
  
          (27)  
     
∑        
∑  
                              (28) 
where 
   load point index 
    number of load point failures 
    number of load point islands  
    number of customers at load point 
       load point probability of islanding during outage 
          probability of islanding during outage per customer  
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Chapter 4 
 Case Studies 
 
A methodology has been discussed for the process of developing the Monte Carlo 
simulation. This has been developed, with sub components being tested to assure the 
accuracy of the simulation. With this tool in place, the research aim can now be 
achieved by testing an urban and a rural distribution network. These networks will be 
tested to incorporate emergency ties, PV, battery storage and islanding. A comparison 
can be provided for each network to determine the benefits of incorporating each 
component.   
 
4.1 Urban Network 
 
The first case study for the Monte Carlo simulation will be on an urban network. This 
will consist of a radial design only, due to the limitations of the Direct Load Flow 
method. However, due to the close proximity of load points in an urban network, 
emergency ties are usually found in large supply to provide alternate paths of supply. In 
addition to this, the lengths of the lines are of short distance compared to that of an 
urban network, reducing the possibility of under voltage. However, this close proximity 
also creates a high customer population per load point. Therefore an urban network will 
have a high load and a significant number of PV panels installed by customers. The 
RBTS Bus 2 [37] network was chosen to represent the urban network for the case study, 
as it meets the requirements discussed. Additionally, the RBTS networks are considered 
to be the most established and tested distribution network for reliability studies. The 
single line diagram for the RBTS Bus 2 network can be found in Figure 28. This 
network consists of 37 buses and 36 lines across 4 feeders. Two emergency ties are 
provides across the four feeders, which will allow for testing the reliability benefit of 
utilizing them. The network also consists of sufficient protection devices, with a circuit 
breaker per feeder, isolators separating primary lines and fuses on each later line.   
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Figure 28 - RBTS Bus 2 Network Diagram 
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The RBTS Bus 2 network contains 22 load points, with the number of customers and 
load being provided in Table XV. Load points 4 and 5 contain a single industrial 
customer each, therefore having a high load. The remaining customers in the network 
are all residential loads.  
Table XV - RBTS Bus 2 Load Point Data 
Load Point Bus Number Number of Customers Load (kW) 
1 3 210 535 
2 4 210 535 
3 6 210 535 
4 7 1 566 
5 9 1 566 
6 10 10 454 
7 12 10 454 
8 14 1 1000 
9 16 1 1150 
10 18 210 535 
11 20 210 535 
12 21 200 450 
13 23 1 566 
14 24 1 566 
15 26 10 454 
16 28 10 454 
17 29 200 450 
18 31 200 450 
19 32 200 450 
20 34 1 566 
21 36 1 566 
22 37 10 454 
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The RBTS Bus 2 network was designed for the testing of reliability. Therefore it does 
not provide any data applicable to load flow calculations. A load flow test network [41] 
provides an impedance for conductors of various sizes on its test network. These 
conductor impedance values can be extrapolated as impedance per km and applied to 
the RBTS Bus 2 network. The line lengths for the RBTS Bus network are given in 
Table XVI, as well as the conductor type chosen. This choice is based on the impedance 
requirement of the network, as upstream primary lines are required to have higher 
currents and therefore require lower impedance values. The impedance values from the 
conductors to be applied to the line lengths from RBTS Bus 2 can be found in Table 
XVII. Additionally, the line ratings are supplied for the primary lines of the network, 
which are vital to detecting power quality violations and therefore performing load 
shedding.  
Table XVI - RBTS Bus 2 Load Flow Line Parameters 
Line 
Number 
Line 
Length 
(km) 
Conductor 
Type 
Line Rating 
(MW) 
Line 
Number 
Line Length 
(km) 
Conductor 
Type 
Line Rating 
(MW) 
1 0.75 6 4 19 0.75 4 - 
2 0.6 4 - 20 0.8 4 - 
3 0.8 4 - 21 0.6 4 2 
4 0.75 4 3 22 0.75 1 - 
5 0.8 4 - 23 0.8 1 - 
6 0.6 4 - 24 0.75 1 2 
7 0.75 4 2 25 0.6 1 - 
8 0.8 1 - 26 0.8 6 4 
9 0.75 1 - 27 0.75 4 - 
10 0.6 1 2 28 0.6 4 - 
11 0.8 1 - 29 0.75 4 3 
12 0.75 6 4 30 0.6 4 - 
13 0.8 4 - 31 0.8 4 - 
14 0.6 4 3 32 0.75 4 2 
15 0.8 4 - 33 0.8 1 - 
16 0.75 6 4 34 0.6 1 2 
17 0.6 4 - 35 0.75 1 - 
18 0.8 4 3 36 0.8 1 - 
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Table XVII - Conductor Impedance per km 
Conductor Resistance Reactance 
1 1.376 0.3896 
2 0.981 0.3797 
3 0.5441 0.3673 
4 0.3657 0.3579 
5 0.2745 0.3112 
6 0.1223 0.2446 
 
The reliability parameters required for the Monte Carlo simulation of the RBTS Bus 2 
network are found in Table XVIII. This provides the failure rates, repair times, 
switching times and the time to activate the re-closers.   
 
Table XVIII - RBTS Bus 2 Reliability Data 
Line Failure Rate 0.065 failures/km-year 
Line Repair Time 5 hours 
Transformer Failure Rate 0.015 failure/year 
Transformer Repair Time 200 hours 
Switching Time 1 hour 
Re-Closer Switching Time 1 hour 
  
The data provided in the previous tables will allow for Monte Carlo to be simulated on 
the RBTS Bus 2 network and calculate the reliability results.  
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4.1.1 Default Configuration 
 
The RBTS Bus 2 urban network is first simulated with no re-closers, PV, battery 
storage or Islanding. This is performed to determine the base case results that can later 
be used for comparison. Firstly the simulation is performed without load flow and then 
repeated to include load flow. Therefore this will allow the results from the MC results 
to be compared with the established results from [37]. The results from all three 
methods are given in Table XIX.  
 
Table XIX - RBTS Bus 2 Base Reliability Results 
 SAIFI SAIDI CAIDI ASAI 
ENS 
(MWh) 
RBTS 0.248 3.613 14.553 0.9995 38.0565 
Monte Carlo 0.2479 3.625 14.619 0.99958 37.76 
Monte Carlo 
Load Flow 
0.2459 3.699 15.0453 0.9995 39.113 
 
 
From these results it can be seen that the MC simulation’s results closely match those 
from the RBTS Bus analytical results [37]. As can be seen from the MC method when 
load flow is used, the SAIFI index remains the same. This is due to the load points 
being placed on outage due to the fuses or the circuit breakers, regardless of isolators. 
The remaining indices increase after load flow was added to the simulation, in particular 
the SAIDI index. This is because the simulation without load flow is creating the best 
scenario possible. Whereas the load flow is detecting violations in the network and 
performing load shedding, thus increasing the outage duration of the affected load 
points. The load point failure rate for the analytical approach and the MC simulation 
(Table XX) are compared for further analysis. The MC fault rates closely match those 
from the analytical results, with the variation being caused by the differences in the 
methods. 
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Table XX - RBTS Bus 2 Load Point Failure Rates 
Load Point Number Analytical Load Point Fault Rate MC Load Point Fault Rate 
1 0.239 0.22615 
2 0.252 0.2391 
3 0.252 0.2409 
4 0.239 0.2262 
5 0.252 0.2428 
6 0.249 0.23645 
7 0.252 0.2404 
8 0.139 0.14085 
9 0.139 0.13845 
10 0.242 0.13845 
11 0.252 0.22995 
12 0.255 0.2409 
13 0.252 0.24165 
14 0.255 0.2429 
15 0.242 0.24385 
16 0.252 0.23385 
17 0.242 0.2394 
18 0.242 0.22445 
19 0.255 0.2267 
20 0.255 0.2394 
21 0.255 0.2418 
22 0.252 0.2361 
23 0.255 0.23845 
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4.1.2 Distributed Generation 
 
During discussion in Section 3.10 about the development of the Monte Carlo method, a 
number of choices were made in regards to the PV panel modelling. A simplistic 
approach was taken in determining the definition of PV penetration. For this research it 
is assumed to be the ratio of the yearly peak PV generation in relation to the yearly 
average load for each load point. The research from the literature review found that in 
Figure 3, voltage violations began to occur for PV penetrations of over 30%. Based on 
this, a starting PV penetration of 30% will be used for each load point, with an even 
distribution across phases assumed. Additionally to this, a 50% and 100% PV 
penetration are simulated to determine whether islanding can be achieved with only PV. 
The required PV penetration values are calculated based on the average load for each 
load point (Table XXI). 
Table XXI - SRRTS PV Generation 
Load Point Number Average Load 30% PV 50% PV 100% PV 
1 535 160.5 267.5 535 
2 535 160.5 267.5 535 
3 535 160.5 267.5 535 
4 566 169.8 283 566 
5 566 169.8 283 566 
6 454 136.2 227 454 
7 454 136.2 227 454 
8 1000 300 500 1000 
9 1150 345 575 1150 
10 535 160.5 267.5 535 
11 535 160.5 267.5 535 
12 450 135 225 450 
13 566 169.8 283 566 
14 566 169.8 283 566 
15 454 136.2 227 454 
16 454 136.2 227 454 
17 450 135 225 450 
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The peak PV values for each test case were coupled with variable load data for the 
RBTS Bus 2 network. These were then simulated using the MC method to test the PV’s 
impact on intentional islanding. The results from the simulations were used to calculate 
the new system indices (Table XXIV).  
 
 
Table XXII - RBTS Bus 2 PV Results 
 SAIFI SAIDI ENS (MWh) PIDO (%) GENE (kWh) 
30% PV 0.246 3.693 38.604 0 0 
50% PV 0.240 3.657 38.594 0.372 9.309 
100% PV 0.198 3.516 35.230 19.436 190.410 
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4.1.3 Battery Storage 
 
The RBTS Bus 2 was simulated previously using only PV generation to determine 
whether islanding can be achieved without the addition of battery storage. Now battery 
storage is installed into the test network to calculate the difference in the reliability 
indices. In Section 3.11, the SolaGrid ESS 20 battery units were chosen to be used in all 
battery simulations. A starting battery quantity was selected to be used as a reference 
before incrementing across cases. The number of units selected was based 
approximately on 25% of the load for the load point (Table XXIII). This starting 
capacity is represented as 100% battery capacity. Increments of 100% battery precent 
are simulated to provide a comparison across five case tests (Table XXIV).  
 
 
Table XXIII - RBTS Bus 2 Load Point Battery Units 
Load Point Battery Units Battery Output (kW) 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 13, 14, 
20, 21 
25 125 
6, 7, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
22 
20 100 
8, 9 0 0 
 
 
Table XXIV - RBTS Bus 2 Battery Test Cases 
Case PV Penetration (%) Battery Capacity (%) 
Base 30 0 
1 30 100 
2 30 200 
3 30 300 
4 30 400 
5 30 500 
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Using a constant PV penetration of 30%, all five test cases were simulated using the 
MC method and the reliability indices of interest were calculated (Table XXV).  
 
 
Table XXV - RBTS Bus 2 Battery Test Case Results 
Case SAIFI SAIDI ENS 
(MWh) 
PIDO 
(%) 
GENE(kWh) 
Base 0.246 3.693 38.604 0 0 
1 0.244 3.6477 38.599 1.791 0 
2 0.178 3.637 27.833 30.568 0.77069 
3 0.0859 3.147 15.654 73.953 1.673 
4 0.00757 2.924 6.133 97.316 1.133 
5 0.00016 2.891 5.413 99.897 0.996 
 
 
The key index from these test cases is the PIDO system index. This index provides the 
probability of a customer becoming islanded in the event of an outage and will be used 
to determine the feasibility of the battery storage. As there is a variety of load point 
customer densities, more detailed results are required for each test case. The PIDO 
results are provided for each load point, as well as having a customer amount weighting 
placed on each results (Figure 29 – Figure 38).   
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Figure 29 - RBTS 100% Battery Load Point PIDO 
 
 
Figure 30 - RBTS 100% Battery Load Point Customer Weighted PIDO 
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Figure 31 - RBTS 200% Battery Load Point PIDO 
 
 
Figure 32 - RBTS 200% Battery Load Point Customer Weighted PIDO 
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Figure 33 - RBTS 300% Battery Load Point PIDO 
 
 
Figure 34 - RBTS 300% Battery Load Point Customer Weighted PIDO 
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Figure 35 - RBTS 400% Battery Load Point PIDO 
 
 
 
Figure 36 - RBTS 400% Battery Load Point Customer Weighted PIDO 
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Figure 37 - RBTS 500% Battery Load Point PIDO 
 
 
 
Figure 38 - RBTS 500% Battery Load Point Customer Weighted PIDO 
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4.2 Rural Network 
 
The second network to be tested with the MC simulation is a rural network. Rural 
networks consists of a wide spread customer base. This difference in geographical 
location means the network will require long feeder lengths to connect the load points. 
This will deny the ability to use re-closers, due to the cost of implanting a connecting 
feeder. In addition to this, the long feeder lengths can lead to significant voltage drop 
across the lines, especially at the down end of the feeders. The number of customers is 
also limited per load point when compared with an urban network. The Swedish Rural 
Reliability Test System (SSRTS) [42], as given in Figure 39 is an ideal rural distribution 
network. It consists of long length primary lines, with a large number of adjoining 
lateral lines. Due to the SSRTS rural network consisting of a single feeder, no 
emergency ties are included in the network and will not be considered. Unlike the urban 
network, the SSRTS network being simulated does not contain fuses for each lateral 
line, but rather consists of isolators at the connection point between the primary and 
lateral lines.   
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Figure 39 - SSRTS Rural Network Diagram 
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This is a smaller network compared to the urban network case study and only consists 
of 17 load points, with similar customer distribution and loads (Table XXVI).   
Table XXVI - SRRTS Load Point Data 
Load Point Bus Number Number of Customers Load (kW) 
1 2 10 77.2 
2 4 19 41.42 
3 6 19 26.68 
4 8 19 26.68 
5 10 19 26.68 
6 11 19 41.42 
7 13 19 41.42 
8 15 19 41.42 
9 17 19 41.42 
10 20 19 41.42 
11 21 19 26.68 
12 24 19 26.68 
13 25 19 41.42 
14 27 19 26.68 
15 29 19 41.42 
16 31 19 26.68 
17 32 19 41.42 
 
 
The SRRTS is a reliability test system, similar to the RBTS network and therefore does 
not provide the data necessary for load flow calculations. The same method is used on 
the rural test system that was used on the urban test system, load flow data is retrieved 
from [41] in the form of per km impedance, which is provided previously in Table 
XVII. This is then applied to the length of the lines in the SRRTS network (Table 
XXVII), to calculate the impedance values of the lines. The SRRTS network provides 
information on the different line types used in the network, which are insulated line, 
uninsulated line and cable. By using these types, the appropriate conductor sizes were 
assigned accordingly. Finally, the line ratings for each line are provided in Table 
XXVII, which were chosen after performing load flow and allowing for future load 
growth. 
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Table XXVII - SRRTS Load Flow Line Parameters 
Line Number Line Length (km) Conductor Type Line Rating (MW) 
1 0.1 6 0.7 
2 0.3 6 0.6 
3 0.3 6 0.1 
4 0.3 6 0.6 
5 1.0 4 0.1 
6 0.7 1 0.2 
7 0.5 1 0.1 
8 0.8 1 0.1 
9 0.8 1 0.1 
10 0.7 1 0.1 
11 1.3 4 0.5 
12 0.5 4 0.1 
13 0.5 4 0.4 
14 0.5 4 0.1 
15 0.8 4 0.4 
16 0.4 4 0.1 
17 0.6 4 0.3 
18 0.9 1 0.1 
19 0.7 1 0.1 
20 0.7 1 0.1 
21 0.6 1 0.3 
22 0.8 1 0.1 
23 0.4 1 0.1 
24 0.3 1 0.1 
25 0.6 1 0.2 
26 0.6 1 0.1 
27 0.3 1 0.2 
28 0.6 1 0.1 
29 0.6 1 0.1 
30 0.7 1 0.1 
31 0.8 1 0.1 
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The SRRTS network also provides data for the reliability of the components in the 
network (Table XXVIII). This includes the failure rate, switching times and repair times 
for various component types. In addition to the line and transformer failures, the SRRTS 
also includes the failures of bus bars and circuit breakers. These values are contained in 
Table XXVIII for reference, but are not included in the MC simulation.  
 
Table XXVIII - SRRTS Reliability Data 
Cable Failure Rate 0.019 failures/km-year 
Cable Repair Time 690 minutes 
Cable Switch Time 60 minutes 
Insulated Line Failure Rate 0.03 failures/km-year 
Insulated Line Repair Time 300 minutes 
Insulated Line Switch Time 60 minutes 
Uninsulated Line Failure Rate 0.123 failures/km-year 
Uninsulated Line Repair Time 300 minutes 
Uninsulated Line Switch Time 60 minutes 
Circuit Breaker Fault Rate 0.006 failures/km-year 
Circuit Breaker Repair Time 240 minutes 
Circuit Breaker Switch Time 60 minutes 
Bus Bar Fault Rate 0.001 failures/km-year 
Bus Bar Repair Time 120 minutes 
Bus Bar Switch Time 60 minutes 
Transformer Fault Rate 0.02 failures/km-year 
Transformer Repair Time 600 minutes 
Transformer Switch Time 60 minutes 
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4.2.1 Default Configuration 
 
The network is simulated initially with no PV, battery or islanding incorporated, 
providing a base result for comparison. The load flow has been thoroughly tested and is 
now incorporated into all Monte Carlo simulations by default. The results from the 
Monte Carlo simulation can be compared with the analytical results from the SRRTS 
[42] (Table XXIX). The CAIDI and ASAI indices were not included in these results as 
the analytical results for these were not provided in [42]. 
 
Table XXIX - SRRTS Base Reliability Results 
 SAIFI SAIDI ENS (MWh) 
SRRTS 1.960 5.018 - 
Monte Carlo 1.697 3.79 2.237 
 
 
The results from the MC simulation on the SRRTS network are less precise than the 
results that have previously been achieved on other networks. There are several factors 
that are contributing to the lower SAIFI, SAIDI and ENS results. The differences 
between the analytical method and the MC method of calculated the indices are having 
an effect on the results. This includes the distribution type being applied to the 
component state times, the convergence of results and the assumptions for load 
shedding. The SRRTS network in particular incorporates the failure of bus bars and 
circuit breakers. The failure of a circuit breaker will lead to the outage of all 
components on the feeder for the duration of its repair. As a result of this the lower 
SAIFI, SAIDI and ENS values are primarily accounted for by the fewer faults occurring 
in the MC simulation by not including the failures of these components.  
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The SRRTS analytical results do not provide the detailed load point failure rates and 
repair times. However, these have been provided using the MC method (Table XXX). 
The load point results are as expected for the SRRTS network. The network does not 
contain fuses on each lateral line, but only isolators at the connection point between 
lateral and primary lines. Due to this, any fault in the network will trigger the opening 
of the circuit breaker, causing all components to be placed on outage and resulting in the 
same failure rates. Similarly to this, the groups of matching repair times correlate to the 
load points that are protected by the same isolator.  
 
Table XXX - SRRTS Monte Carlo Load Point Results 
Load Point Number Load Point Failure Rate Load Point Repair Time 
1 1.680 1.051 
2 1.698 1.324 
3 1.688 1.598 
4 1.688 2.201 
5 1.688 2.201 
6 1.688 2.201 
7 1.688 1.886 
8 1.688 1.886 
9 1.688 1.886 
10 1.688 2.548 
11 1.688 2.548 
12 1.688 2.322 
13 1.688 2.319 
14 1.688 3.101 
15 1.688 3.101 
16 1.688 3.101 
17 1.688 3.101 
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4.2.2 Distributed Generation 
 
To provide a structured comparison between the urban and rural networks, the same 
approach was taken with the PV analysis for the rural as was used Section 4.1.2. Based 
on this the 30% PV penetration amount was used as the starting level. The PV 
penetration was then increased to 50% and 100% PV penetration for further 
simulations. These test cases are used to determine whether islanding can be achieved 
with only PV. The required PV penetration values are calculated based on the average 
load for each load point (Table XXXI). 
Table XXXI - SRRTS PV Generation 
Load Point Number Average Load 30% PV 50% PV 100% PV 
1 77.2 23.16 38.6 77.2 
2 41.42 12.43 20.71 41.42 
3 26.68 8.00 13.34 26.68 
4 26.68 8.00 13.34 26.68 
5 41.42 12.43 20.71 41.42 
6 41.42 12.43 20.71 41.42 
7 41.42 12.43 20.71 41.42 
8 41.42 12.43 20.71 41.42 
9 41.42 12.43 20.71 41.42 
10 41.42 12.43 20.71 41.42 
11 26.68 8.00 13.34 26.68 
12 26.68 8.00 13.34 26.68 
13 41.42 12.43 20.71 41.42 
14 26.68 8.00 13.34 26.68 
15 41.42 12.43 20.71 41.42 
16 26.68 8.00 13.34 26.68 
17 41.42 12.43 20.71 41.42 
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The calculated PV generation values were used and variable load data was included for 
testing of the PV. Three simulations of varying PV penetration were simulated using the 
MC method with intentional islanding on the SRRTS network. The results from the 
simulations were used to calculate the new system indices (Table XXXII). It was 
determined that the GENE index was insignificant due to the small PV generation 
compared to the RBTS Bus 2 network. Due to this it was deemed unnecessary and 
removed from all rural tests.  
 
Table XXXII - SRRTS with PV Reliability Results 
 SAIFI SAIDI ENS (MWh) PIDO (%) 
30% PV 1.684 3.806 2.334 0 
50% PV 1.673 3.791 2.326 0 
100% PV 1.632 3.692 2.265 0.011 
 
 
 
 
4.2.3 Battery Storage 
 
With the testing of the rural distribution network utilizing only PV panels for intentional 
island completed, battery storage is now incorporated into the simulations. The 
SolaGrid ESS 20 battery units that were chosen in Section 3.11 are used for testing. The 
starting numbers of battery units to be used in the simulation were chosen at 
approximately 25% of the average load for each load point (Table XXXIII). This 
starting capacity is represented as 100% battery capacity. Increments of 100% battery 
precent are simulated to provide a comparison across five case tests (Table XXXIV).  
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Table XXXIII - SRRTS 100% Battery Quantity 
Load Point Battery Units Battery Output (kW) 
1 5 25 
2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,13, 15, 
17 
2 10 
3, 4, 11, 12, 14, 16 1 5 
 
 
 
Table XXXIV - SRRTS Battery Test Cases 
Case PV Penetration (%) Battery Capacity (%) 
Base 30 0 
1 30 100 
2 30 200 
3 30 300 
4 30 400 
5 30 500 
 
 
Using a constant PV penetration of 30%, all five test cases were simulated using the 
MC method and the reliability indices of interest were calculated (Table XXXV).  
 
 
Table XXXV - SRRTS Battery Test Case Results 
Case SAIFI SAIDI 
ENS 
(MWh) 
PIDO 
(%) 
Base 1.6794 3.724 2.285 0 
1 1.649 3.710 2.303 0.017 
2 1.640 3.748 2.289 2.914 
3 1.132 2.527 1.454 33.758 
4 0.647 1.472 0.819 63.150 
5 0.250 0.768 0.512 86.140 
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As was the case with the urban network battery included MC simulations, the load point 
PIDO values are required for analysis. Although the SRRTS consists of an almost 
equally distributed customer bases, the customer amount weighted PIDO indices are 
also calculated to provide consistent testing between the networks. The PIDO results for 
each load point and the customer weighted PIDO results are provided (Figure 40 – 
Figure 49). This will provide valuable information on which load points that are not 
islanding as consistently.   
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Figure 40 - SRRTS 100% Battery Load Point PIDO 
 
 
Figure 41- SRRTS 100% Battery Load Point Customer Weighted PIDO 
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Figure 42 - SRRTS 200% Battery Load Point PIDO 
 
 
Figure 43 - SRRTS 200% Battery Load Point Customer Weighted PIDO 
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Figure 44 - SRRTS 300% Battery Load Point PIDO 
 
 
Figure 45 - SRRTS 300% Battery Load Point Customer Weighted PIDO 
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Figure 46 - SRRTS 400% Battery Load Point PIDO 
 
 
Figure 47 - SRRTS 400% Battery Load Point Customer Weighted PIDO 
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Figure 48 - SRRTS 500% Battery Load Point PIDO 
 
 
Figure 49 - SRRTS 500% Battery Load Point Customer Weighted PIDO 
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4.3 Discussion 
 
4.3.1 Urban 
 
The aim of the research is to investigate the use of PV and battery storage into the LV 
distribution network to improve the reliability of the network through intentional 
islanding. With the increase to load growth due to increased population density and the 
number of high power consuming devices being used, the power quality of the network 
will experience continued strain. The peak loads may be curtailed by instigating smart 
metering techniques or the capacity of the network may be upgraded at a large cost. 
Additionally, due to financial incentives of installing rooftop PV and the policies in 
place, a rapid growth occurred from 2010-2013, bus has since stabilised [43]. The 
literature review found that serious voltage issues can occur on distribution networks if 
the PV penetration was to increase above 30% and due to this DSP placed a limit on the 
PV penetration permissible. An appropriate amount of battery storage can be introduced 
into the LV network, thus absorbing the excess PV and utilizing it later to curtail the 
peak load. This concept can be built upon by using these devices to provide intentional 
islanding to improve the reliability of the network.  
 
There are contrasting properties that reside in urban and a rural distribution networks. 
Therefore a method of improving the reliability of one network will not necessarily be 
applicable to the other. For this reason a separate case study has been performed on the 
urban RBTS Bus 2 network and the rural SRRTS network. The base results for the 
RBTS Bus 2 network with load flow are a SAIFI value of 0.2459 and a SAIDI value of 
3.699. This is considered to be the worst case results and all further tests will improve 
upon this. The first tests were performed with PV only. The 30% PV penetration 
limitation was used as the base PV test case and although this will avoid power quality 
issues, no improvements were found to network reliability. Increasing the PV 
penetration to 50% provided negligible improvements as the system PIDO was only 
0.4%. The only benefit with islanding using only PV was achieved at extremely high 
PV levels. The 100% penetration level provided an improvement of approximately 0.05 
SAIFI and 0.183 SAIDI from a system PIDO of 19%. This level of penetration is 
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unsustainable, it was determined in a test case [12] that a 5% voltage violation occurred 
on an average of 28% of the loads, when there is a PV penetration of 80% (Figure 3).  
 
With a PV only system being ruled out due to a lack of reliability improvement and the 
increased risk of voltage violations, battery storage was then added to the system and 
tested for increment increases of battery output capacity. The PV penetration remained 
at 30% as a control variable so that only the alteration in the battery storage would 
affect the results. The most reliable network from the results is not necessarily the best, 
as the cost of batteries will be higher. Due to this, the most beneficial battery level can 
be determined in a number of ways. The increases in the reliability indices between 
each test case (Table XXXVI) can provide answers to which level of batteries offer the 
greatest improvement over the previous. Based on this condition, Case 3 is considered 
the optimal level of battery to improve the reliability of the network as it has the 
greatest increase in every reliability index. This is based on the limited test cases and 
therefore there is a margin of error.   
 
Table XXXVI - RBTS Bus 2 Battery Test Case Analysis #1 
Case SAIFI SAIDI ENS (MWh) PIDO GENE 
(kWh) 
1 0.002 0.0453 0.005 1.791 0 
2 0.066 0.0107 10.766 28.777 0.77069 
3 0.0921 0.49 12.179 43.385 0.90231 
4 0.07833 0.223 9.521 23.363 -0.54 
5 0.00741 0.033 0.72 2.581 -0.137 
 
 
An alternative to this method of determining the optimal amount of battery is by 
calculating the increase in reliability indices per battery output power (W). This is 
achieved by finding the difference in indices between each test case and the base case. 
The difference can then be divided by the maximum power (W) output from the 
batteries in the network (Table XXXVII).  
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Table XXXVII - RBTS Bus 2 Battery Test Case Analysis #2  
Case SAIFI SAIDI ENS (MWh) PIDO GENE 
(kWh) 
1 0.000814664 0.01845 0.00204 0.729532 0 
2 0.027698574 0.02281 4.38737 12.45132 0.313927 
3 0.065213849 0.2224 9.34827 30.12342 0.681466 
4 0.097120163 0.31324 13.2265 39.63992 0.461507 
5 0.100138493 0.32668 13.5198 40.69124 0.405703 
 
With the exception of the GENE per MW for Case 3, it can be concluded that Case 4 
and Case 5 have the greatest improvement to the reliability indices per wattage. 
Although the results from Case 4 and Case 5 (Table XXXVII) are very similar, Case 5 
has a much less efficient increase between cases (Table XXXVI). As a result of the MC 
testing on the urban network it is concluded that the most efficient amount of battery 
capacity to use in the RBTS Bus 2 network is either Case 3 or Case 4, based on 
reducing the number of units required to achieve the greatest improvement in reliability 
indices. However, although this has been determined to be the base case, this does not 
mean that it is a feasible option for application.  
 
Comparing the MC simulation with no PV or battery storage with the results from Case 
3 and Case 4, it can be seen that minimal improvement is achieved to the SAIDI result 
for the amount of battery required. This is due to capacity of the batteries only being 
able to sustain the island for a couple of hours under max discharge. Although the 
SAIFI result has been reduced to an almost insignificant amount, this is due to the 
network already being highly reliable for its SAIFI index and the difference between the 
cases is relatively minimal. The network is based on an urban area configuration and 
there is high level of protection, with fuses and isolators throughout the network. In 
addition to this, two re-closers are supplied to provide alternative paths of supply to load 
points on outage. Therefore for this particular test network, it is not recommended that 
battery storage be included for islanding based on the results, but they can still be 
considered to manage peak PV and load curtailment. This research has successfully 
developed MC software that can determine the feasibility of battery storage and 
islanding on a per network basis.  
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4.3.2 Rural 
 
This research will be well suited towards a network that does not have a high reliability, 
high protection or alternate paths of supply to provide redundancies. The majority of 
rural networks should meet these criteria and is therefore a candidate for testing. The 
SRRTS was used as the rural case study and the results were analysed to determine the 
feasibility of incorporating battery storage and at what capacity is ideal to achieve the 
most efficient reliability improvement. The base results for the SRRTS network without 
PV or battery storage was a SAIFI of 1.697 and a SAIDI of 3.797. The PV was initially 
tested by itself and it was found that with the starting case of 30% PV, no benefits to the 
reliability of the network were achieved. Increasing the PV penetration beyond safe 
levels did not yield any benefits to the reliability of the network and only create the 
potential for voltage quality issues. The peak PV output with 100% is sufficient to self-
supply the load point during an outage, but due to the over voltage causes from this 
excess, the load point cannot successfully island (Figure 50). This is why a minimal 
PIDO value was calculated from the simulation and no significant improvement was 
achieved in the reliability improvement.   
 
 
Figure 50 - SRRTS Load Point 1 January PV & Load Profile 
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The SRRTS was then simulated with battery storage coupled with the 30% PV 
penetration. The PV was used as the control variable and the amount of battery units 
was increased incrementally. The same method of analysis was applied to the rural 
network results as was used on the urban. Using the first method, the differences 
between the reliability indices for each test case are calculated (Table XXXVIII). 
Similarly to the urban case study, Case 3 is the greatest improvement based on the first 
method of analysis. An improvement of 0.508 SAIFI and 1.221 SAIDI is achieved, due 
to an increase in islanding events from a 30.844 PIDO improvement.    
Table XXXVIII - SRRTS Battery Test Case Analysis #1 
Case SAIFI SAIDI ENS (MWh) PIDO (%) 
1 0.0304 0.014 0.018 0.017 
2 0.009 0.038 0.014 2.897 
3 0.508 1.221 0.835 30.844 
4 0.485 1.055 0.635 29.392 
5 0.397 0.704 0.307 22.99 
 
Although Case 3 may have the greatest improvement between cases, it does not 
necessarily provide the greatest reliability improvement per power (W) output of the 
battery storage. The second method of analysis is performed with the per wattage 
improvements calculated (Table XXXIX). This has resulted in Case 4 and Case 5 
having the greatest efficiency for reliability improvement per battery output power (W) 
in the network.  
  
Table XXXIX - SRRTS Battery Test Case Analysis #2 
Case SAIFI SAIDI ENS (MWh) PIDO 
1 0.096815287 0.04459 0.057325 0.05414 
2 0.125477707 0.076433 0.012739 9.280255 
3 1.743312102 3.8121 2.6465 107.5096 
4 3.287898089 7.17197 4.66879 201.1146 
5 4.552229299 9.41401 5.6465 274.3312 
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The results per wattage show promising results, with the improvements being 
significantly higher than from the RBTS Bus 2 results using the second method of 
analysis (Table XXXVII). The SAIDI improvement of 0.3267 from RBTS Bus 2 using 
method 2 is considerably less than the 9.414 SAIDI improvements from the SRRTS. 
Additionally, the 4.55 SAIFI efficiency for SRRTS provides a practical improvement to 
the network, as opposed to the 0.1 SAIFI efficiency achieved with the RBTS Bus 2. By 
comparing the best results from both methods to determine an overall improvement, 
Case 3 and Case 4 offer the most cost efficient battery requirements. It can be seen that 
although Case 5 is the most efficient per wattage, it will require an unsustainable price 
for the battery units and does not offer significant reliability improvements over Case 4 
to justify its application. It can be concluded from both the urban and rural case network 
that Case 3 and Case 4 are the optimal levels. As Case 1 battery levels were based on 
approximately 25% of the average load, the ideal range of battery will be approximately 
75-100% of the load to achieve the greatest cost efficient reliability improvement.  
 
This has provided the optimal amount of battery units to install in the LV network, 
though justification is still required for whether this will be worth the expenditure. The 
SAIFI results provide the average number of outages that a customer will experience 
per year. Additionally the SAIDI results provide the average duration that the outage 
will last for the customer. The multiplication of these two indices will therefore provide 
the average time a customer will spend on outage per year. Ergon Energy is the DSP 
and retailer for rural networks in Queensland and list the current price for Tariff 11 
(residential) as 24.462cents/kWh [44]. Using this as the price of electricity for all 
customers, the loss of revenue is calculated and therefore the annual savings are found 
(Table XL). These savings are insignificant compared to the 120kW of battery output 
required for Case 3. Therefore based on the reliability of the network alone, the case 
study has shown that incorporating large amounts of battery storage into the distribution 
network is not cost efficient. 
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Table XL - SRRTS ENS Savings 
Case Average Interruption 
Time/Customer 
ENS (MWh) ENS Cost (AUD$) ENS Savings (AUD$) 
Base 6.254086 2.285 563.024 - 
3 2.860564 1.454 358.2656 204.7584 
4 0.952384 0.819 201.8016 361.2224 
 
 
However, when all the benefits of installing the battery storage are taken into account, 
justification for the cost can be made. As has been discussed in the research, the future 
load growth is putting a strain on the network due to the peak demand. Therefore a 
costly upgrade is required to meet the capacity requirements. This will come at an 
enormous cost to the DSP and will be reflected in electricity prices. When considering 
this the battery storage will be beneficial due to its ability to store excess PV generation, 
thus avoiding over voltage and then utilizing this energy during peak load. This can then 
be coupled with the reliability improvement when considering the quantity and 
placement of the battery storage. Rather than installing battery storage across load 
points evenly, the unreliable sections of the network can be targeted from the results of 
the MC simulation. It can be seen that the load point repair times (Table XXX) from the 
SRRTS (Figure 39) increase the further downstream the load points are located in the 
network.  This is due to longer feeders and more components that can fail between the 
medium voltage network and the load point. Using this information, the unreliable 
downstream load points can be identified as the targets for improvement and battery 
storage can be installed accordingly. Additionally, these load point average outage 
durations can be weighted by the number of customers or a customer important factor. 
This will provide further information on which load points require battery storage as a 
priority. Alternatively, addressing a load point’s ability to island can be considered as a 
planning method. From Figure 44 and Figure 45, the PIDO and customer weighted 
PIDO for each load point is plotted. It can be seen that load points 3, 4, 11, 12, 14 and 
16 have a lower chance of islanding. This is due to the load points having the lowest 
battery storage capacity installed.  
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A new MC simulation can now be performed based on the past results to improve the 
efficiency of the battery storage. The downstream load points that have the longer 
outage durations will be provided with more battery storage, whereas the load points 
located around the middle of the feeder will have the battery storage decreased. Several 
load points were identified from the load point PIDO results in Figure 44 and 45, as 
these load points are currently under supplied from battery storage. Using the new 
battery units per load point, determined from the previous analysis (Table XLI), the 
results are simulated (Table XLII).    
Table XLI - SRRTS New 100% Battery Quantity 
Load Point Battery Units Battery Output (kW) 
1, 3, 7, 8, 9 0 0 
2, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13,  1 5 
14, 15, 16, 17 2 10 
 
 
Table XLII - SRRTS New Battery Test Case  
Case SAIFI SAIDI ENS (MWh) PIDO 
Base 1.6794 3.724 2.285 0 
Old 2 1.640 3.748 2.289 2.914 
Old 3 1.132 2.527 1.454 33.758 
New 3 1.376 2.924 1.888 19.025 
 
Case 2 from the old parameters required 62 battery units in total and Case 3 had 93 
battery units installed, whereas using the more efficient Case 3 with the new battery 
selection, only 48 batteries are incorporated into the network. By using less batteries 
than Case 2, the new Case 3 results achieved reliability indices with an improvement 
almost as high as the old Case 3 results. The new load point PIDO, fault rate and repair 
duration indices can then be revaluated as required to further enhance the network. The 
case study has used a flat PV rate of 30% penetration and therefore lower levels of 
penetration will affect the results. Therefore it may be required for DSP to offer 
financial incentives to customers in specific load points to install PV, when the 
reliability of the load point requires it.  
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Chapter 5 
 Conclusion 
 
5.1 Summary 
 
Distribution networks in Australia are ageing and with the current load growth the 
network is becoming unsustainable. Rather than performing costly upgrades to the 
network capacity, a more efficient method is required to solve this issue. Additionally, 
the high load strain can degrade the reliability of the network, with loads less likely to 
be resupplied during an outage. The recent high influx of PV generation is adding to the 
problem, with high penetration causing voltage issues and jeopardising the quality of 
the network. This research is primarily focused on the reliability component, as DSPs 
are required to meet reliability standards, as well as the potential for loss of revenue. 
The reliability of distribution networks can be improved in a number of ways, including 
upgrading the capacity of the components, improving the reliability of the components 
and providing further protection devices. However, these methods have their limits on 
certain network configurations and can lead to an unjustifiable cost. Therefore this 
paper has proposed utilizing PV, battery storage and islanding to improve the reliability 
of distribution networks more efficiently. This will have a further benefit of curtailing 
peak load and rectifying PV over voltage.  
 
After extensive research on current papers, it was discovered that a variety of studies 
utilised the MC method as a tool to calculate the reliability of a network. There are 
papers that use load flow, DG, battery storage and islanding with the MC method. 
However, these papers only investigated limited combinations of these components. It 
was determined that an area lacking in research, was the effects of islanding on the 
reliability of distribution networks. Additionally, by incorporating load flow into the 
simulation, a complete and more accurate analysis could be performed. For this same 
reason, the MC method was chosen to combine the variability of load and DG 
generation over time and identify their impact on the network during an outage. As well 
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as being a discovered gap in the current research, the topic presents a tool for planning 
the future of distribution networks with real world applications.  
 
A robust MC simulation that is able to procedurally reconfigure networks, perform load 
flow and calculate the reliability indices for any radial distribution network was 
developed for the purpose of this research. The developed MC simulation was then 
tested on an urban and rural network, with the results determining that the cost of a 
distribution service provider installing battery storage to improve the reliability of an 
urban network is not advisable due to the already existing redundancies and high 
reliability. However, this is only considering the reliability benefits, requiring further 
investigation into the load duration curve benefits for further benefits. It is the 
conclusion from the analysis that the incorporation of battery storage into the LV 
network to store excess PV generation, curtail loads and to enable islanding during 
outages will provide reliability and financial improvements to the networks that meet 
the requirements. This is ideally for rural radial networks, with long feeder lengths, high 
loads and poor reliability indices. Battery storage is vital in creating intentional islands, 
but sufficient levels of PV will decrease the requirement of battery capacity. This 
research has developed a new reliability index that provides information on a load 
point’s probability of forming an island. This provides valuable information, that when 
coupled with other load point indices can provide vital planning information on the 
placement of the battery storage. It was concluded that the placement of battery will be 
dependent on the network used, but will be most suited towards the downstream end of 
the distribution feeders, as these are most vulnerable to outages. Although this research 
only addressed battery storage in the LV network due to the islanding scheme, larger 
battery management systems can be applied to the MV network as an alternative. This 
research has proven that a method of planning the most efficient placement and quantity 
for improving the reliability has been developed.     
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5.2 Future Prospects 
 
 
During the MC development and the analysis of the results, a number of assumptions 
and limitations were found. This has led to a number of future prospects for this 
research to be further developed and are as follows: 
1. The battery storage was located in the LV network for testing due to the island 
detection device location. A larger battery storage system can be tested on the 
downstream end of the MV network, to compare against previous results. 
 
2. Only PV generation in the LV network was considered. As the PV output is 
limited to the day, majority of islanding events will require battery storage to 
supply majority of the load. Large scale wind turbines can be tested in the MV 
network to test its effects. This method is intermittent and unpredictable, but is 
not limited to the time of day.  
 
3. The load flow was primarily used for determining the load shedding in the MC 
simulation. However, this can be expanded on further to investigate the power 
quality further, in addition to the reliability. This can also consist of introducing 
the ability to provide reactive power injection from the battery storage to correct 
the voltage, as well as implementing tap changers.  
 
4. Currently load shedding is performed by completely disconnecting supply to a 
load point. This is not the most efficient method and therefore a smarter method 
can be tested. Assuming a smart grid system with sufficient communication with 
customers, the non-essential load can be disconnected to reduce the load. 
Reducing the loads during an outage will significantly improve the PIDO index 
and therefore the amount of battery storage can be reduced, saving substantial 
costs. 
 
5. In addition to implementing partial load shedding, a new method for 
determining which load point shed can be analysed. Currently the furthest 
downstream load will be shed when required, but a priority method can be 
developed.   
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Appendix A: Yearly Variable Load Data (kW) 
 
Provided by AEMO [38] 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
394.9 459.0 400.2 356.7 371.5 355.7 350.2 369.6 335.1 372.0 412.8 406.5 
335.4 392.1 333.8 293.0 293.8 280.1 286.8 296.1 274.2 302.5 338.0 342.1 
308.4 369.1 311.6 271.5 263.6 243.1 247.3 256.3 241.6 275.0 314.0 316.5 
295.6 357.7 304.7 263.0 258.5 232.2 235.3 244.7 228.6 266.6 307.0 302.8 
289.8 355.7 306.3 261.1 262.9 233.4 240.9 252.4 227.0 267.9 308.9 297.3 
293.9 370.1 327.0 267.2 291.1 251.6 271.9 289.7 235.3 289.4 334.3 301.0 
303.0 421.0 385.2 288.4 357.6 280.6 332.0 375.3 256.5 340.6 388.9 312.5 
324.0 482.9 463.6 319.7 434.1 339.8 404.6 469.8 291.3 380.0 438.5 331.5 
349.4 510.6 478.8 345.4 432.1 375.9 420.5 433.7 313.4 398.8 431.8 346.8 
369.9 535.7 501.8 361.8 412.9 379.7 410.2 384.9 317.4 387.3 423.9 360.9 
378.2 535.6 494.8 352.2 388.9 347.1 375.8 337.2 291.7 368.4 411.4 359.6 
390.5 548.6 499.9 341.3 384.8 328.5 352.2 315.2 267.8 366.1 405.3 363.4 
407.0 570.8 518.8 345.7 388.6 321.4 334.9 312.5 261.5 375.0 415.9 378.1 
418.4 590.5 525.0 353.3 391.8 319.8 333.7 312.8 260.0 386.7 415.1 392.1 
431.3 612.2 521.9 367.1 406.5 318.5 341.6 322.1 273.4 409.6 427.1 404.5 
451.4 624.9 518.4 394.4 417.3 335.7 362.7 338.4 309.2 435.8 437.6 427.1 
471.0 658.6 536.8 429.8 447.4 374.3 402.9 381.1 356.4 465.0 472.6 457.5 
492.8 656.6 541.2 473.5 461.5 426.5 456.4 422.2 409.1 492.9 478.3 493.3 
501.6 642.6 544.6 504.1 508.4 454.7 530.2 502.1 454.8 525.0 486.3 510.5 
510.4 659.8 542.3 500.0 486.2 419.3 491.3 495.7 438.9 513.5 499.0 532.2 
510.4 647.4 525.2 477.8 481.3 417.6 486.0 479.5 428.7 481.0 477.9 511.9 
500.4 607.8 503.8 461.0 452.9 398.1 459.8 461.3 409.3 454.9 461.9 492.8 
472.7 571.6 491.5 439.1 428.5 383.9 427.1 437.1 385.9 446.4 459.6 462.8 
436.6 525.8 470.7 409.8 399.1 367.4 395.6 405.3 361.9 429.9 446.8 425.5 
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Appendix B: Yearly Brisbane Photovoltaic Load Data (kW) 
 
Provided by AEMO [38] 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 8 
38 18 6 2 0 0 0 3 10 34 75 61 
184 155 116 48 24 15 18 39 152 224 248 222 
368 354 348 314 261 240 235 323 398 421 437 413 
536 538 504 521 455 438 424 526 617 575 576 554 
686 662 631 653 610 587 577 690 772 703 697 688 
785 763 735 711 669 667 654 767 841 784 745 781 
832 808 776 733 670 665 669 797 866 783 774 811 
825 808 794 699 601 632 624 752 823 738 725 779 
754 714 731 616 508 549 539 652 732 640 614 688 
618 587 563 472 387 414 418 504 552 487 460 525 
419 413 379 284 209 224 248 315 351 311 309 341 
223 223 178 65 22 17 29 50 91 129 147 183 
58 50 22 4 0 0 0 2 6 10 26 44 
8 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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